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ABSTRACT
This thesis demonstrates a rethinking of urban mobility through ecological design. Human
mobility and ecological accountability are inextricably linked in city design; our current
world ecological crisis underscores this fundamental connection. Through original design
exploration ranging in scale from automobiles to tall building clusters, this work proffers
a critical vision towards green urbanism. These conceptions challenge the everyday
practices of city planning and design by offering an interdisciplinary framework for
design production. The work concludes with the necessity for a new design field entitled
"Ecotransology".
Ecotransology is still in the nascent stages. It has the potential to become a far-reaching
awareness that bonds the disciplines of road ecology, urban design, transportation
planning, automotive engineering, and energy consultation. This work establishes the
theoretical foundations for Ecotransology in four parts. Part one, Ideation, is a survey of
visions on cities illustrating original concepts such as "Gentle Congestion", "Transport User
Interface (TUI) Valley Section" and "Netwheels". Part two, Eco, illustrates the principles of
ecological design in projects such as "MATscape" and "Fab Tree Hab". Part three, Trans,
conveys the principles of smart mobility in "Soft Cars" and "Omni-Flocking" vehicles. Part
four, Ecotrans, synthesizes these approaches in a series of designs for circulation in
bridged tall building clusters such as "PeristalCity".
The work describes a burgeoning field, Ecotransology, which promotes ecological
transitions within urban contexts. By linking tall building clusters and cars, unique green
design proposals for urbanization were produced, which promote a new role in defining
the ciphers of future design thought.
Thesis Advisor:
Title:

William J. Mitchell
Professor of Architecture and Media Arts and Sciences at MIT
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Figure 2-v. Diagram of Thematic Integration: Context, Design, and Mobility, 2006.

v. Introduction
"There is only one way of distinguishing a City of the Future from a palpable fraud: the
real thing has a monorail zipping through it; the fraud doesn't." - Reyner Banham in "Form
Follows Fiasco, Why Modern Architecture Hasn't Worked", Peter Blake, 1977.
This dissertation is organized infour major parts culminating in an emerging design theory entitled; "Ecotransology". Each part investigates various novel concepts of ecologically
informed mobility in urban contexts. The first part, Ideation, describes a history of visionary thinking in cities along with new high-tech and ecological contributions. In the second
and third parts, Eco and Trans, a series of design visions explore these new concepts in
specific studies. The fourth and final part, Ecotrans, is a compound synthesis of all three
previous parts.
The overall aim is to profoundly re-define and re-shape how mobility and the environment
affect each other. Through a careful restructuring of the professions that influence mobility environments, this declaration is certainly possible. As of now, the limitations in design
thinking on various non-integrated professions have spoiled much of the environment. At
the MIT Media Laboratory Smart Cities Group, our multi-layered approach to design has
produced a way of thinking professionally and academically about ecological mobility in
future cities.
Ecotransology isan embryonic far-reaching awareness that crucially bonds the disciplines
of road ecology, urban design, transportation planning, automotive engineering, and energy
consultation. Still in its nascent stages, it has yet to be entirely defined. As a pragmatic
essential meld of multiple disparate sensibilities, it endeavors to re-think the relationships
in urban flows. This is accomplished via a major combinatorial venture of professional
authorities. Under such a single umbrella influence, a sophisticated ecological view of
mobility is reified. Incorporating many specialized channels of computation, this body of

research investigates linked cities via substantive design projects. These demonstrably
stipulate a novel sensibility of investigational design practice.
The research work within is primarily visually orientated. The text is secondary to the
design work, and meant to serve as brief descriptions and captions to the projects.
The freedom of interpretation for the viewer is wholly encouraged, as long as the basic
premises are persevered.
In the first part a visual history of propositions for future cities are surveyed. Each urban
vision explores the idea of linked skyscrapers and new mobility patterns. Many of the
notions on mobility and bridging in this work stem from these potent visual ideations.
Original suppositions on urban mobility are also contained in this section. Urban mobility
concepts such as "Gentle Congestion", the "Transport User Interface (TUI) Valley Section"
and "Netwheels" are introduced. These describe new ways in which vehicles interact
with each other and within the urban landscape. Gentle Congestion suggests that the
event of traffic needs to be social and contact oriented. Densely packed cars should be
able to touch one another without negative consequences. TUI charts mobile actors and
agents that physically interface with the landscape. Devices like an intelligent network
wheel support a compelling rational for transforming city streets. It strives to answer the
question: "what would the city be if wheels could talk?"
The next part of this work entitled Eco, concentrates on ecology in design. It contains
a series of ecological principles for making green cities. Projects in this part include the
"Fab Tree Hab", and "MATscape", that support green design. Also within the Eco section
is a theory of green design entitled: "Ecological Cipher: A Collage of Quantum Informatics
in Living Automata Cities."
The Trans part deals with the fundamental creation of city cars. Here we were thinking
about cars from the perspective of many fields of thought together instead of just car
styling. This produced a multitude of design iterations called the "SOFT Car" (Sustainable
Omni Flow Transport). Explorations in materials and LCA (Life Cycle Analysis) furthered
the validity of these soft car proposals.
16

Finally, in the Ecotrans section the previous concepts are synthesized to form new
typologies of tall buildings. Tall building designs were researched inthe professional office
of Moshe Safdie and Associates. The research was extruded into particular elements that
relate to circulation systems and cores. A design idea of connected or bridged multiple
tall buildings, based on the prior study of elements, opened up phenomenal possibilities
and benefits. A set of diagrams unpacked these benefits and were later used in our
cluster proposals. Five tall building cluster designs were created in collaboration with
Moshe Safdie and Associates to test the constitution of our research in real urban sites of
New York and Singapore. An even further study called "PeristalCity" looked towards the
future of tall building clusters.
All of the Ecotransology projects throughout address environmental and energy issues in
different ways. The project summation of ecological design challenges are as follows:
1. Decrease Circuity: Smart Wheels
2. Decrease Weight: Soft Skins
3. Decrease Manufacturing: Living Structures
4. Decrease Inefficiency: Renewable Energies
5. Decrease Disconnection: Bridged Buildings
This thesis demonstrates a rethinking of urban mobility through ecological design. Human mobility and ecological accountability are inextricably linked in city design. In fact
there are potentially innumerable forms of holistic designs that will connect and shape
cities for human mobility. Contained within are new design ideations and explorations for
prospective metropolitan circulation. Ranging in scale from automobiles to tall building
clusters, the notion of mobility is expanded. These conceptions are achieved towards an
emergent protean set of collective principles aptly labeled: Ecotransology.

NOTE: ALL IMAGES AND DIAGRAMS WERE PRODUCED SOLELY BY THE AUTHOR
UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED.

ecoetransool-oegy
Function: noun
Inflected Form(s): plural -gies
Etymology: Late Latin oeco- household, from Greek oik-, oiko-, from oikos house,
transportare, from trans- + -logie -logy
1 : a field of design concerned with the interrelationship of mobility and the environmental
context for which it serves.
2 : the totality or pattern of ecological linkages between vehicles and their fundamental
urban settings.
3 : the art of transfer or conveyance from one place to another by simultaneously taking
into account the human body and its surroundings.

ECOTRANSOLOGY

Figure 3-v. Disciplinary Scope of the Theory of Ecotransology, 2006.
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Figure 1-1. "The Future of Trinity Church," Puck magazine NY, 1907.
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1. Urban Precedents:
1.00 Height and Fears
The visions of the city of tomorrow often evoked fear. Inthese cities there is an absence
of human scale and connection to the ground plane. Before the ideas of tallness in
buildings were fully developed, a general public shock was expressed. Inevitably, what
was predicted of the urban world a century ago by various architects and academics is
mostly inaccurate today. Here is a series of historical visions of future propositions on the
congested city, circulatory flows, and tallness.
In 1907, the year that the Trinity and U.S. Realty Buildings were constructed, Puck
magazine published a cartoon called 'The Future of Trinity Church'. It delineated Trinity
Church with a spire penetrating into a skyscraper above. Clearly Puck was opposed to the
bulk and vastness of the skyscrapers that were being built (Keppler and Schwarzmann,
1907).
A consistent polemic as to what was an appropriate height for New York triggered a
multitude of reactions. Architects like Francis Kimball, the architect of the Trinity and
U.S. Realty Buildings, supported a non-height regulation policy for skyscrapers. He
contended that the free-market economy should allow skyscrapers to be constructed with
no limitations whatsoever except maybe on the structure legitimacy. However, architects
like Carrere & Hastings and other dominant New York designers were actually in support
of some kind of regulation. The debate centered around the issue of tallness. Should
there be a height limit for skyscrapers? Ultimately New York denizens actually liked tall
buildings, and the notion of showcasing the world's tallest buildings. Other city dwellers
argued against tallness. They proposed to regulate them in definable zones and include
a cap on height. Why a fear of tall buildings in early NY? Moreover, why did views of the
future city almost always express more vertiginous building heights?

23

Figure 2-1. King's Dream of New York, Moses King + Harry Pettit, 1908.
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1.01 King's Dream
One of the first significant visions of clustered, linked and hyper mobile cities were drawn
out by King and Pettit. These images influence a lot of the later work in thinking about
smart mobility and bridging in tall buildings.
This is a 1908 drawing called "King's Dream of New York." Contemporary New Yorkers
must have viewed this as King's nightmare of New York. Itisa perspectival view of Broadway
inwhich every possible site has a massive skyscraper on it. The only identifiable building
in this illustration is the Singer Building's profile. The city is rendered overly dense with
multitudes of double-decker sidewalks; double layers of elevated railroads; bridges going
across the sky, connecting buildings; and commuter dirigibles as a way of getting to work.
Barely apparent is a tiny slice of the East River waterfront, with four bridges spanning the
divide. Even today, there are only four bridges over the East River in its entirety. Therefore,
King has added a colossal amount infrastructure and transportation. "You wonder how
the hundreds of thousands of people that would have filled these buildings could have
gone to work?" This is an early reflection of the argument in New York about whether or
not skyscraper construction should somehow be regulated" (Brooklyn Historical Society,
2003).

Figure 3-1a. Top: Valley Section, Patrick Geddes, 1909.

Figure 3-1b. Bottom: Doorn Manifesto, Peter Smtithson, Team 10, 1954.
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1.02 Valley Section
Geddes was a visual thinker. He believed images could convey ideas far more effectively
than words. The Valley Section was his visual epitome of the basic mechanics of human
society and its place in the natural world. In his image, the river shapes the land but also
the human activity along its length. This moves from the various stages of production inland through services in the city to commerce and the wider world through the port at the
mouth of the river.
The valley section was to be a paradigm for interfacing between human life and the
ecosystem, allowing reflection on how the highest attainment of human progress may
be connected to the most primordial origins. Geddes's innovative/ symbolic placement
of human tools in naturalistic settings characterized the social interface to environmental
city design.
Some influential followers, such as Team 10 in 1954, sketched their own valley section
directly based on the Geddes' version. Team 10 was deeply concerned with the issue
of mobility in relationship to the city as stated in the Doorn Manifesto: "Any community
must internally have an ease of circulation; in consequence, whatever type of transport
is available, density must increase as population increases, i.e. (1) is least dense, (4) is
most dense" (Welter, 1968).
What than is the interface for cities that characterizes human mobility and the environment? If tools interfaced with operations on the land supported the construction of cities,
what sort of tangible interface supports mobility in the cities? For instance, cities based
on the operations of the wheel interfaced with the land are wider in scale. If the wheel is
compared to the horse, different paths of urbanism are revealed. Horse based cities can
support narrower streets and more intimate scales of occupation. The horse, as a mode
of transport interface, has a smaller turning radius, slower speed, and shorter range, etc.
The Geddes valley section needs added information to include concepts of mobility and
its respective interfaces in cities (see Transport User Interface, figure 9-5).
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Figure 4-1a. Top: Roadtown Aerial View, Edgar Chambless, 1910.
Figure 4-1b. Bottom: Roadtown Surrounded by Parks, Edgar Chambless, 1910.
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1.03 Roadtown
A version of linear city planning imagined by Edgar Chambless exalted features of mobility. Roadtown was a visionary conception of the early 1900s: a miles-long, two-roomwide, self-contained city, like a skyscraper-on-its-side/ railroad system/ housing development snaking out into the countryside and in harmony with it. Incross section, Roadtown
would, beginning at the top, consist of: (1) a roof promenade: a glassed-in sun parlor
in winter, shaded walk in summer, with bicycling and skating paths and towers housing
schools, nurseries, recreation facilities, stores, and power plants; (2) a two-story, aboveground house, with a workroom at street level, a living area above it, and utility lines
(electric wires and gas and water pipes) enclosed in a runway beneath the house; and
(3)three below-ground levels of railroad lines for expresses and locals, to carry both passengers and freight (Chambless, 1910).

Figure 5-1. Roadtown, Public Buildings Depend Upon the Service from the Endless Basement,
Edgar Chambless, 1910.
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Figure 6-1. City Section, Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1913.
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1.04 Layered Infrastructure
Both in his work and writing for the media, Corbett explored the creative potential of the
setback restrictions of the New York zoning laws of 1916 affecting the design of the skyscraper, and its environment. In 1924, he announced a plan to transform all of Midtown
Manhattan into a multitiered grid, in which sidewalks would be elevated a full story off the
ground and streets would be given over entirely to automobile traffic. The plan was not
just practical, Mr. Corbett insisted, but necessary. Segregating cars and pedestrians was
the only sensible solution to the overwhelming problem of traffic congestion. As an additional benefit, the terraced city would be a more beautiful and beguiling place, according
to a report issued by Mr. Corbett and others: "a modernized Venice, a city of arcades,
piazzas and bridges, with canals for streets, only the canals will not be filled with water
but with freely flowing motor traffic" (Corbett, 1927).
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Figure 7-1. Sections Integrating Sidewalks and Buildings, Harvey Wiley Corbett, 1927.

Figure 8-1. Hundred Story City in Neo-American Style, Francisco Mujica, 1917.
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1.05 Critical Distance of Clusters
This sufficiently regimented version of the orderly avenue of pyramidal towers was
proposed by Francisco Mujica in 1929. Mujica, a Mexican archeologist and architect,
believed that the pre-Columbian stepped pyramid offered a native, "Neo-American"
precedent suited to the requirements of the New York zoning law. He envisioned regular
rows of nearly identical hundred-story setback towers, connected by elevated pedestrian
bridges and layered levels of traffic below. Even though Mujica's perspective drawing
seems relentlessly rational, his declared motives were idealistic and humanistic. In his
brief text he exhorted: "Let us ... work for the development of the modern city, giving it

fully the mechanical and practical stamp of our century, yet not forgetting in our planning
that each part of this gigantic human machine has a heart capable of soaring high and
loving" (Mujica, 1929).
How far apart does a building need to be from its neighbors? What is the appropriate
frequency of tallness in the city? Francisco Mujica attempted to comprehend the
connections of clustered and linked towers in relationship to other conditions at the same
scale. Here, the overall pattern is relentless and unforgiving.
When you gaze deeper at this future city by Francisco Mujica it seems fairly utilitarian.
The building in the foreground is mammoth, but solid, with a zoned stepped-back art deco
effect. A perspectively dominate elevated walkway is overtly exploited, if not showcased
as the central theme of the image. Then the eye begins to stray as you see the same
building complex duplicated one after the other, marching on into the far distance. This is
a city that is trapped, like running in a nightmare, only to stand still (Szondy, 2004).
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Figure 9-1. Continuous Transit System, City of Atlanta Beeler Organization, New York, 1924.
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1.06 Moving Sidewalks
Few technologies have exerted more force in re-shaping the built environment than moving sidewalks, escalators and their kin. These conveyance ideas were first expressed in
the Paris Exposition of 1900 and later inAtlanta. Without mechanized mobility devices,
the planning of world cities would be radically different. Not only are they a functional necessity for most points of circulation, guaranteeing basic conveyance, but they pervade
our social and cultural life as well. Common in many places, from airports to malls, these
mobility interfaces propel the cadence of modern life. One early futuristic example is the
continuous transit system proposed for the city of Atlanta.
In the midst of a report on how to sustain Georgia Power's Atlanta transit system, the
Beeler Organization added in a proposal from Astounding Magazine. To thin the hordes
of pedestrians on the surface, they proposed an underground people mover. One North/
South for the Peachtree corridor and one East/West for the Marietta St- Edgewood corridor. They imagined a cavern with it's own shops and pedestrians. These sidewalks were
intended to be virtually subways without trains. From a stationary sidewalk underneath
existing sidewalks, pedestrians will step to a platform moving continuously at a speed of
two miles an hour, than to a platform moving at a speed of four miles an hour, and if a
greater speed is desired, to a sidewalk equipped with seats and moving at six miles an
hour. This plan also permits new store and office building entrances below the present
sidewalk. Moving sidewalks have a great potential to advance human mobility. How can
this form of mobility mesh with cars in the future city?
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Figure 10-1. Manhattan Bridge with Apartments, Raymond Hood, 1929.
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1.07 Bridge Housing
Raymond Hood, the architect of the American Radiator Building and Rockefeller Center,
conceived a plan to hang apartment houses from the cables of the city's suspension
bridges. As rendered by the illustrator Hugh Ferriss in his 1929 classic of visionary architecture, "The Metropolis of Tomorrow," these "bridge apartment houses" remain among
the most profoundly outlandish of New York's hypothetical mobility structures. Similar to
Corbett before him, Hood maintained that his ideas were feasible both economically and
structurally. "The moment one begins to speculate on the possibility of erecting apartment
houses on our bridges," Mr. Hood told the New York Times, "the thought comes that it is
strange we have not always had them." The Times agreed that Mr. Hood's plan had much
to recommend it. "From the standpoint of sheer beauty, of startling picturesqueness, nobody can deny the fascination of these bridge communities," the newspaper mused, admiring, among other aspects of the plan, the possibilities for water sports. "Facilities could
easily be provided for descending to the water level, attired in bathing suits for the daily
dip" (Hood, 1929).

Figure 11-1. Manhattan 1950, "City within a City", Raymond Hood, 1931.
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1.08 City within a City
According to most theoretical urbanists, The Metropolis of Tomorrow by Hugh Ferriss
created the 1920s' most complete and compelling vision of the future city. The Ferriss
scheme divided the city into three major zones-business, science, and art-each dominated by a great setback "tower-building" rising one thousand feet or higher on a base of
four to eight full city blocks. Spaced at half-mile intervals, these "primary centers" were
to be built over the intersections of two-hundred-foot-wide avenues and to serve as "express stops" for the highway system. Secondary centers would be positioned nearby-for
example, at the midpoint between the art and business sectors rose the center for the
applied and industrial arts, and between art and science stood the tower of philosophy.
To Ferriss this absolute hierarchy signified harmony and humanism. He wrote that this
city would be "populated by human beings who value mind and emotion equally with the
senses, and have therefore disposed their art, science, and business centers in such a
way that all three would participate equally in the government of the city."
A less idealized scheme for nucleated centers of development was proposed in a 1931
project by Raymond Hood called "Manhattan 1950." Inthis study, "Manhattan 1950," he
presented a plan for more than twenty tentacular bridges on which would be built luxury
apartment towers, each of which might house ten thousand to fifty thousand residents
(Carol Willis, 1986).

L.

Figure 12-1. Futurama, GM Pavilion NY World's Fair, Norman Bel Geddes, 1939.
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1.09 Futurama
The "Futurama" exhibit in the 1939 World's Fair demonstrates the application of Norman
Bel Geddes' love of streamlining as a totalizing vision of public life. Visitors were promised
that in the world of tomorrow "abundant sunshine, fresh air, fine green parkways" would
blend together seamlessly with dazzling skyscrapers and seven-lane highways (Lefcowitz, 1999).
Despite the looming of war, economic struggle, and a host of other fears, Futurama offered
an optimistic promise of better times. This presentation proved to be the most popular
exhibit at the fair. When the ride was over, each spectator received a pin that boasted, "I
have seen the future," and most of them were convinced they had. President Roosevelt
later enlisted Geddes' help with the National Motorway Planning Authority, which greatly
influenced the growth of suburbs and our present interstate highway system (Russell,
1974).

--

Figure 13-1. Ludwig Hilberseimer, The New City: Principles of Planning, 1944.
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1.10 Mechanized Megalopolis
What than happens to the city when it is fully erased after some cataclysmic event? How
can we begin to re-think the very bones of such a place, starting from zero? Ludwig
Hilberseimer has taken the approach of reinjecting the circulation pattern first, than fill
program in between. Inhis sketch he is rethinking all of Manhattan, strict mobility becomes
its point of origin.
The repetition of the blocks results in too much tired uniformity. Every natural thing was
excluded: no tree or grassy area broke the monotony. The result was more a necropolis
than a metropolis, a sterile landscape of asphalt and cement, inhuman in every aspect.
The planning for a new Manhattan becomes unrealistic and inhuman, yet bold in scope.
Hilberseimer's proposal shows a disregard towards the neighboring buildings and
streets as being utterly modern. This illustrates an urbanism almost wholly reconceived,
unburdened of the weighty apparatus of traditional urban form, in which landscape
provides the medium of social and spatial order. Ludwig Hilberseimer has also remained
at the edges of mainstream accounts of the architectural history of modernism, tending
to be remembered for his highly mechanized megalopolis, such as the Hochhausstadt of
1924 (Richard Pommer, 1988).
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Figure 14-1. Louis Kahn, Office and Parking, Philadelphia, 1951
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1.11 Parking Cluster
Kahn redefined the basis of his architecture in the 1950s, a period he described as his
'beginnings.' The unfolding of his enduring forms, ideas, and the profound meaning he
attached to architecture are examined in his designs for Philadelphia. Kahn's forms were
rooted in abstract Platonic geometry and rich in historical allusion. At the same time Kahn
developed a multivalent concept of 'order' that integrated structure, function, and the
power of history in abstract universal and transcendent archetypes. This development
is traced through two essential and conflicting themes in his urban strategy: the "order
of movement" (streets and parking) and the "civic center" (man's eternal social need
embodied in urban institutions and open spaces). Their integration and essential unity is
expressed in his preferred formal solution: centralized yet highly articulated designs realizable at many scales in his work, but most monumental and compelling in his visions of
Philadelphia (Shedd, 1989).
Louis Kahn proposed a ring of parking garages around a "Center City". Commuters would
walk or take public transit into the heart of town, creating a paradise for pedestrians. At
the time, Philadelphia's official planner, Edmund Bacon, dismissed Kahn's scheme, calling it impractical. As of today his grandiose building typology still remains a potent solution to mobility and parking in cities.
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Figure 15-la. Top: Motopia: A Study in the Evolution of Urban Landscape, G.A. Jellicoe, 1961.
Figure 15-1b. Bottom: Motopia: Bird's Eye View, G.A. Jellicoe, 1961.
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1.12 Motopia
Geoffrey Jellicoe's rather quaint and very English Motopia project was very much in thrall
to his sponsors (the Pilkington glass company) and the generally auto-centric nature of
British society. Motopia was ambitious, but essentially bucolic at heart. Gordon Cullen's
typically evocative sketches showed a new world rising up out of the English landscape,
the perpetual mechanical conversation of commuting uniting all sectors.
For Jellicoe, mobility in landscape stitches architectural and urban design discourse,
pedagogy and practice. Instead of the object, what really matters are the relationships
between objects in space, and their meaning. Jellicoe had anticipated the increasing
importance of landscape through his writings and projects especially in his Motopia. Motopia was in many ways a precedent for landscape urbanism, because it dealt with the
range of issues like cars, infrastructure, housing and open space that confront us today.
"Rather than resisting the pressures of urbanity by tending to beautify it, the practice of
landscape ought to be bolder and much more assertive in spatial organization of the urban fabric" (Doherty, 2006).
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Figure 16-1. A Highway City, Raimund Abraham, 1970s.
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1.13 Highway City
This sample of the rendering work of Austrian architect Raimund Abraham envisions a
raised urban realm of mobility. His style of "imaginary architecture" often described future cities, infrastructure, and urban complexes. He declared the drawing of architecture
(which occupies a central position in the evolution of his work) challenges the predominant notion of built architecture. Drawing demands an autonomous reality, and therefore
a manifestation of his architectural concept. In this highway city, Raimund Abrahams'
drawing combined compact and linear city elements to linear built city landscapes. Imagine a strip city that flows above the landscape. It seems as if the geographic area was
inconsequential to the functional needs of voluminous urban movement.
The exploration of bold urban design moves is not uncommon. Raimund Abraham's point
about the drawing/ image becoming the architecture is what counts. "Paper" architecture
has the power to conjure solutions of urban worlds as they might be, as opposed to suffering from immutable existing conditions. When faced with great problems designers
need great solutions. Drawing the limitless possibilities is the most profound statement
towards almost any solution.
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Figure 17-1. Lower Manhattan Expressway, Paul Rudolph, 1970.
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1.14 Linear Megastructure
This project exerts a strong semiotic pulse on the possible future of mobility in cities.
As a linear megastructure centered on mobility, it reshapes the urban pattern. Rudolph
believed in megastructures as a place where several thousand families could live, work,
play and be educated in a modern village atmosphere, within the tribulations of Manhattan. "Look at what we are doing in our cities today," Rudolph says in mock dismay. "We
build an office building here and an apartment building over there. A restaurant somewhere else. Schools and nurseries and recreational facilities scattered about. And to link
them all together we build thruways and expressways. I say it's for the birds. For years
we have been arguing about an expressway to slice across Lower Manhattan. I am doing
a study on it for the Ford Foundation. I don't think we need an expressway at all. I say it
should be a building two miles long" (Rudolph, 1970).
Rudolph predicted; "the mobile home is the 20th century brick". For his Lower Manhattan
project he developed a way of using prefabricated flats, built by a mobile home manufacturer, as "plug-in capsules" to form a horizontal skyscraper. The capsules would be
clustered around 26 "service cores" containing lifts, stairs, plumbing, wiring, heating, airconditioning coolants, refuse chutes and so on. Because of their comparative lightness,
the capsule-flats would be hung rather than stacked. The service cores would provide the
necessary "sky hooks". By arranging the capsules in "log cabin" fashion, the roof of one
becomes the terrace for the one- above. Not just the flat-dwellers' customary balcony, but
a super-terrace to rival the outdoor space enjoyed by suburbanites with their gardens.

Figure 1-2. The Transcontinental Motor Convoy, 1919.
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2. Salient Infrastructures:
2.00 Transcontinental Motor Convoy
In 1919, Lieutenant Colonel Dwight D. Eisenhower commanded a US Army excursion
that was to make a lasting impression on the young soldier, and was to have an even
greater significance for the United States when he later became the President.
The first Transcontinental Motor Convoy of 1919, as the expedition was known, consisted
of eighty-one motorized Army vehicles which crossed the US from east to west. The convoy set a world record pace for the time, traveling a total continuous distance of 3,251
miles, from Washington, D.C. to San Francisco, in 62 days, only five days behind schedule. Average speed was 6 mph and average progress per day was a little over 58 miles.
At every stop local citizens turned out to meet the soldiers, many of whom had recently
returned from World War I,and to see the latest military equipment and listen to patriotic
speeches. Half the distance traveled by the convoy, some 1800 miles, was over dirt
roads, wheel paths, desert sands and mountain trails. Many sections of the route were
practically impassible to the heavy trucks in the convoy and it was frequently necessary
to push and pull the vehicles by manpower.
The major objectives of the expedition were to test various military vehicles, many developed too late for use inWorld War I,and to determine by actual experience the feasibility
of moving an army across the continent. When Eisenhower became President over 30
years after the Transcontinental Motor Convoy, and after seeing the autobahns of Germany during World War II,one of his top priorities was the building of a interstate highway system in the United States. In "At Ease" he wrote, "The old convoy had started me
thinking about good, two-lane highways, but Germany had made me see the wisdom of
broader ribbons across the land" (Eisenhower, 1959).
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2.01 Fiat Factory
Matte Trucco's iconic Lingotto Factory in Turin, built for the Fiat company in the 1920s
blends mobility and space. The Fiat factory is an excellent example of early reinforced
concrete industrial architecture, heralded for its rooftop car test track. Here, the approach
of integrating mobility into the architecture is made overtly clear. The factory was planned
so that executives could drive around the building and view all the production processes
without stepping out of their cars, taking the "drive-in" principle further than ever before
or possibly since. But as with many famous old buildings, for survival the Fiat factory
depended on its adaptability to a new function. It has been restored, refurbished and
converted into a multi-purpose facility with trade exhibition hall, conference center, hotel,
shops, offices and education facilities. As a built structure with the intention to celebrate
mobility, it has withstood the test of time.
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Figure 3-2. Marina City in Chicago, Goldberg, 1964.
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2.02 Marina City
Built in 1959, Marina City, is a project on only three acres of land inthe heart of Chicago's
Loop. A significant landmark in the Chicago skyline, it culminated thirty years of thought
and development for Goldberg. Each of the dual, sixty-story towers had four hundred and
fifty apartments in its upper two-thirds, with the lower third a continuous parking ramp that
spirals upwards, accommodating four hundred and fifty automobiles. Since the residential
level starts at the twenty-first story, magnificent views of the city are enjoyed from every
apartment.
Goldberg had felt there were advantages in the use of circular forms: the aerodynamic
properties in a cylindrical high-rise structure; the structural equidistance from the center,
and therefore uniform function of all parts; the absence of special corner conditions; and
the creation of centrifugal or 'kinetic' spaces resulting from non-parallel walls. The towers
derive much of their rigidity from the cylindrical core that houses each building's services
and utilities like a vertical street. Service spaces in apartments were grouped toward this
core, giving living areas the light and view. The construction of the core proceeded that
of the floors, providing a rising foundation for the erection crane, thereby saving many
working days. The project is all-electric, with heat and hot water individually produced in
each apartment.
"The other elements of the 'city within a city' are a sixteen-story office building; a onethousand-seven-hundred-and-fifty-seat theater and a seven-hundred-seat auditorium;
stores, restaurants, a gymnasium, swimming pool and skating rink; a marina for seven
hundred small craft; and a sculpture garden at the base of the towers, all overlooking the
Chicago River. Built for an economical ten to twelve dollars a square foot, Marina City is
Goldberg's response to the urgencies of urban redevelopment" (Heyer, 2005).
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Figure 4-2. George Washington Bridge Bus Terminal (GWBBS), Pier Luigi Nervi, 1965.
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2.03 Terminal Spine
The built Nervi bus terminal is a three-level structure that stretches from the George
Washington Bridge to a single-story extension across Broadway. It is a materialized
example of a spine like linear city. The Nervi project encapsulates the qualities of circulation and interchange in the very engineering essence of the structure and planning. It
serves as a key multi-modal point between the George Washington bridge and a series
of tall building clusters in an adjacent site. Connecting multiple layers of urban movement
within the city, the terminal thrives as functional proof of aesthetic beauty in mobility. Engaging infrastructure begins by considering architectural practices in which the aim has
shifted from object making to creative participation in a social process. Nervi succeeded
in his project by illuminating and intervening in cultural systems of distribution, circulation,
and exchange. This dematerialization of the infrastructural object, broached in the seventies, can perhaps more aptly be understood as an emphatic rematerialization of the social
fields inwhich architecture operates. Thus the infrastructural artifact becomes a tangible
manifestation of the individual capital that crosses its surfaces on a daily basis.
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Figure 5-2. The Freeway inthe City, Halprin, 1968.
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2.04 Freeway in the City
The Committee of Urban Advisors to the Administrator submitted The Freeway in the
City, a report of findings and recommendations with respect to the planning and design of
urban freeways. The introduction notes that, "clearly something is wrong, and the situation cries out for new approaches, particularly in the non-engineering aspects of highway
development" (Bridwell, 2001).
The Freeway in the City serves has a salient example of a social design code. The many
charts and diagrams create a design lexicon for mobility design. "It is the opportunity
for social good implicit in the highway program that deserves to be emphasized. With an
awareness of our social goals, and a will to serve them, the highway program can seize
that opportunity" (Bridwell, 2001).
Originally published in 1968, at the height of the Interstate highway building projects,
this study examined issues of transportation versus environment, and stresses the need
to accomplish all important goals, rather than an "either-or" approach. The principles of
planning and design presented here are as useful to engineers and architects today as
when the report was first written. Many of the innovative design concepts are still not being regularly used.
This study explains all kinds of aspects about freeways; how they are built, good places
to build them, how they divert traffic from an area, and how to build them to respect established social and economic districts. Clearly and simply expressed, with extensive
illustrations and diagrams.
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Figure 6-2. Evolution Towards Increasing Miniaturization, Gabriel Bouladon, circa 1970s.

2.05 Vehicle Miniaturization
Early futurists believed that most of the surface traffic will be facilitated by means of smaller electrical vehicles with minimal footprints. Only then will the truly urbanized branch of
the automobile have completed its evolution. By adapting the simplest and most functional form, a cabin of entirely smooth transparent material without hard chrome pieces
nor protuberances, a future mini soft vehicle will fit within the metabolism of dense inner
cities. The compact size, soft edges and corners will facilitate the ease of handling and
storage. Vehicle length will also be modular and standardized, to adapt them for interlocking containers for regional transit transference. These quiet and effective miniature
cabins will help the inhabitants of the city forget the noisy and polluting vehicles that proliferate today (Jencks, 1971).
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Figure 7-2. A Machine for Parking In, Robotic Parking Inc., Ohio, circa 1980s.
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2.06 Robotic Parking
High tech parking companies can effectively build and open a modular, fully automated
parking facility with over 300 spaces using all locally based suppliers and all off-theshelf components. One company, Robotic Parking Systems, leads the way in bringing
automated parking technology to downtown areas, effectively changing the dynamics
of land use. Founded in 1994, the company is revolutionizing urban land development
and strongly influencing areas requiring better space utilization. Robotic Parking Systems built the country's first modular and fully automated parking garage, which accommodates 324 cars on a 100' x 100' lot and stands 56' high (Robotic Parking, 1994).
Imagine the future of mobility when drivers can see road signs signaling real-time data
on the availability of robotic parking spaces. Perhaps their respective vehicles can preplan a trip and bid in advance for parking locally. Robotic parking dynamically integrated into the urban context greatly increases the time savings.
Parking as a system today is incredibly flawed. Drivers search in a an endless, unintelligent and random pattern, for great lengths of time to find a spot. Obviously, the technology to shift people away from this grossly inefficient system exists. Networking GPS
coordinated systems are fairly cheap, reliable, and available (many similar technologies
as well). Cars and parking spaces share a symbiotic relationship, they should be in
constant communication. Only once the search for parking becomes a non-issue will
personal mobility radically change.
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Figure 8-2. Intelligent Transcar Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV), 1990.
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2.07 Automated Guided Vehicle
The Transcar Automated Guided Vehicle (AGV) is a low-profile bi-directional vehicle with
virtual path, laser contour-following guidance. This advanced technology requires no wall
targets, embedded wires or other costly building modifications. Virtual path maps are
stored at the system control center and downloaded to each vehicle.
Although these non-wire guidance systems are restricted to mostly non-pedestrian pathways, a new generation of robot AGVs has begun to mingle more with its human coworkers. Some self-guided robotic couriers operate according to a computer-aided design
map programmed into the logic board. Because of the CAD guidance system, it can refer
to its map, select the best route to its destination and go there on the spot. The AGV can
also open doors and operate elevators (with the help of interface systems), which means
that no major facility modifications are needed at installation. When designing these automated delivery systems dedicated elevators are favored.
Full AGV elevators also have the potential to move passengers (instead of freight) throughout the building. Imagine an elevator that can leave the realm of the vertical building core
and transverse spaces horizontally. This kind of technology does have a drawback, that
of energy conservation. Compared to smart contemporaneous elevator systems, AGVs
are vastly inefficient (Quayle, 2002).
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Figure 9-2. Barrier Transfer Machine, 2001.
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2.08 Zipper Machine
Creating instant physically substantial networks is entirely possible, and necessary to accommodate unpredictable traffic flows. Barrier Transfer machines, also known as Zipper
Machines, are robust vehicles used to align Jersey barriers or similar concrete lane dividers to relieve traffic congestion.
The mechanism contains an S-shaped channel in its undercarriage which lifts modular,
five hundred pound barriers off the road surface and slides them over to the other side of
the lane, reallocating traffic lanes to mitigate increased traffic. These barriers are flexibly
linked together with specialized steel joints to create a formidable safety barrier.
Zipper-like gliding barriers are in permanent use in such cities as Philadelphia, New York
City, Boston and Dallas, while many other cities use them temporarily during construction
maintenance work.
A variant of the zipper machine uses two narrower devices running intandem. This setup
tends to be used in reversible lanes when the movable barrier is used to divide two directions of traffic. The narrower machines are less of an impediment to traffic in either
direction (Kozel, 2001).
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Figure 1-3. Folding Car, Faltbares Auto, Engelbert Zaschka, 1929.
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3. Deployable Spaces:
3.00 Folding Car
This section is devoted to vehicles and spaces that eccentrically transform to meet the
needs of mobility. The earliest example here is the folding car by Engelbert Zaschka and
Faltbares Auto. Not much detailed nor accessible information exists about this early automobile. Although the images convey a convincingly early transformable personal vehicle
prototype. The body is soft, made of a canvas construction, and folds away for storage
when needed. It apparently is incredibly lightweight (seen carrying the components out
an apartment house) and modular. The vehicle has a tiny footprint and three wheels,
perfect for city travel. The full production failure of this car was probably due to the same
trials and tribulations Henry Ford faced during this time period. Metal bodies and heavy
component parts influenced by war economies and aesthetic taste were the real factors
in car design at the time. In 1929, no one had ever conceived of the world energy crisis
(Ivan Illich, 1973).

Figure 2-3a. Top: Drive-in Housing, Michael Webb and Takehiko Nagakura, 1993.
Figure 2-3b. Space Bleeds, Michael Webb, 1995.
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3.01 Drive-in House
To an extent, Archigram's oeuvre can be viewed as diagrammatic metaphors for the actualities of postwar urbanization. The automobile had become a primary living space as
well as a method of transportation. "Social mobility had its consumerist counterpart in the
doctrine of planned obsolescence. Insuburbia, transience and social disconnection were
a way of life. Archigram sought forms that reflected these trends" (Muschamp).
The Archigram Group loathed the separation and isolation of human activity caused by
rigorous zoning regulations and decried the evaporation of individual freedom in the human habitat. Expanding upon Jane Jacobs' belief in street life, the architects designed
high-density settlements that turned flat street grids into a three-dimensional webs of
interaction. Webb's "Wankelhaus," or drive-in house project, envisioned an intriguing and
humorous integration of habitation and transportation.
The architecture critic Michael Sorkin defined Archigram's influences as a combination
of Britain's heroic design heritage - "Bewitched by nomadic fantasies, Archigram argued
that an architecture based on mobility and malleability could set people free," he wrote.
"This notion of consumer choice combined optimized technology, a post-Beat hitchhiker's
sense of freedom and the giddy styles of customization found in Detroit" (Sorkin, 1998).
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Figure 3-3. Parkhouse/ Carstadt, NL Architects, 1995.
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3.02 Carchitecture
Parkhouse/Carstadt, a new building type introducing a parking space as a catalyst for
urban life in the historic center of Amsterdam. A design articulated by the task of driving,
this building is more ramp than space. Also it is important to note the similarity to the
earlier Fiat factory with its roof racetrack.
"Architecture, for NL, cannot be separated from suburban mobility issues and strategies.
Through its capacity to articulate paradoxical conditions and heterogeneous elements, it
is the preferred tool for synthesizing new types of buildings, programmatic hybrid structures, and the expression of new limitations and practices. The form of the mega-structure, for example, which they reintroduce in several of their projects (Return to the Fold,
Parkhouse/Carstadt), represents for them one of the typically architectural responses to
problems of territorial staggering and horizontal de-densification. Architecture is thus presented as a field of experimental activity, at the crossroads of economic, programmatic,
technical and even environmental thinking" (Bannenberg).
The Parkhouse/Carstadt blends programmatic form with mobility and compact use. The
roof has the dual functions of both ramp and park. After a certain point this kind of shared
program becomes less efficient as the spacial needs grow vertically.
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Figure 4-3. Manhattan from the film "Final Fantasy", Craig Mullins, 2001.
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3.03 Dome Control for 3D Mobility
In 1960 Fuller designed a dome of two miles in diameter to encase midtown Manhattan
in a controlled climate. He calculated that it would pay for itself within ten years simply by
saving on snow removal costs. Buckminster Fuller wanted "to convey a sense of a finite
whole system planet, in which the lives of all human beings (or passengers) are interrelated." The idea is to encourage thinking of EARTH as a single system with common
interest in successful survival.
"There are persuasive arguments in favor of cities under single umbrella shells. Whether
the economic advantages can overcome the antievolutionary inertias of large social bodies is, however, questionable. When whole new human settlements are to be installed
on virgin sites as, for instance, on the Antarctic continent, the doming-over may be realized. The doming-over of established cities in moderate climate will probably not occur
until domed-over cities in virgin lands have proved successful enough to persuade the
established cities to employ comprehensive umbrellaing. The established cities will probably not adopt the doming until environmental and other emergencies make it imperative"
(Fuller, 1960).
Inre-thinking the city from scratch, control of infrastructure as an extendable ecosystem is
a complex issue. Creating bounds and limits inspace for three dimensional vehicle circulation may be advisable. Although, it is probably less intensive to deploy such boundary
systems using electronic networks than superstructures. Fullers' views on the ecological
advantages of encapsulating space are woefully idealized. Perhaps in the future an attenuated and dispersed version of his perfect dome will seem feasible for infrastructure.
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Figure 5-3. Magnetic Ribbons for Cars and Elevators from the film Minority Report, 2002.
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3.04 Minority Report Futurists
Minority Report, a movie by Steven Spielberg, was profoundly influenced by a mixed
committee of futurists. When this select group of thinkers assembled to re-think future
transportation for 2054, a plethora of mobility concepts evolved. This committee of fifteen
pioneers held a brainstorming conference in an attempt to craft a future world that was an
organic extension of the present. Douglas Coupland, author of "Generation X," attended,
as was virtual-reality maven Jaron Lanier and green urban planner Peter Calthorpe. An
MIT contingent included Neil Gershenfeld, director of the Center for Bits and Atoms at the
Media Lab; Stewart Brand, a former visiting researcher at the Media Lab; and William J.
Mitchell.
"John Underkoffler characterized the meeting as a 'collision of futurist ideas,' and he detected an underlying utopian tone in much of what was said. Held during the high point of
the Internet economy in 1999, the discussion reflected its time, but some ideas were later
amended to reflect changing circumstances" (Clarke, 2002).
The committee did not reach a universal consensus, but their polemics did yield many
insights that became impactive visualizations on film. Many aspects of Minority Report
as a spectacle of future mobility still remain potent today.
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Figure 6-3. Park Tower, Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis (LTL), 2004.
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3.05 Park Tower
As a departure from Marina City in Chicago, this project supports mobility via interstitial
floor parking zones. Using the promised future of clean and quiet hydrogen fuel as a
catalyst, "Park Tower" enables occupants to drive up the skyscraper without noxious
fumes or excessive engine noise, transforming the time-consuming suburban commute
into the seductive urban ascent, complete with panoramic views and urban garden stops.
While employing a commonplace mix of programs - retail space on the ground level,
hotel and office space in the middle, and residential on the top - "Park Tower" combines
in the manner of a double helix a new intertwining of a continuous drive-through parking
garage and a sandwich of occupiable architectural space. The sectional matings of each
program's function and parking are maximized, using the specific ratio of parking-toprogram type to establish the rules of exchange (Lewis Tsurumaki Lewis, 2004).

Figure 7-3 Little Denmark, H2 Society, PLOT, 2004.
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3.06 H2 Society for 500 Cars
The hydrogen society seems like utopia on a massive scale, but it may just be realized in
a mini Denmark. This pragmatic solution is a significantly scaled-down ecological iteration
of Denmark. PLOT located a 100.000 square meter site in a new development area called
Oerestaden in Copenhagen, and programed a HySociety. Inthe building cluster center in
one of the pyramids features a car park combined with a hydrogen plant. To trigger the
hydrogen society a critical mass of hydrogen consumers are needed. According to GM a
minimum of 500 daily users of a hydrogen fuelling station are needed to make the price
of hydrogen competitive to diesel.
"This is the exact number of car users in the superblock. The Danish Ministry of Finance
owns the site we have chosen for the superblock. We believe that the superblock through
a collective effort could act as a starting point for terraforming, reaching the point where
market mechanisms take over and trigger the hydrogen revolution in Denmark" (Ingles,
2004).
The largest challenge creating a society based entirely on renewable energy is the
systemic issue of simultaneity. The problem of natural energy sources such as wind
and solar power is reliability - they only operate when the wind moves or the day is
sunny. However, the idea of constructing a micro-city fundamentally based on the critical
thresholds of renewable energies, can in fact lead to a pure H2 society.
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Figure 1-4. Road Ecology Effects, Richard T.T. Forman, 2003.
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4. Road Ecologies:
4.00 Effects on Landscapes
A central goal of transportation is the delivery of safe and efficient services with minimal
environmental impact. Inpractice, though, human mobility has flourished while nature has
suffered. Awareness of the environmental impacts of roads is increasing, yet information
remains scarce forthose interested instudying, understanding, or minimizing the ecological
effects of roads and vehicles. Road Ecology addresses that shortcoming by elevating
previously localized and fragmented knowledge into a broad and inclusive framework
for understanding and developing solutions. The field brings together leading ecologists
and transportation experts to articulate state-of-the-science road ecology principles, and
presents specific examples that demonstrate the application of those principles. Diverse
theories, concepts, and models inthe new field of road ecology are integrated to establish
a coherent framework for transportation policy, planning, and projects. Topics examined
include: foundations of road ecology roads, vehicles, and transportation planning vegetation
and road sides wildlife populations and mitigation water, sediment, and chemical flows
aquatic ecosystems wind, noise, and atmospheric effects road networks and landscape
fragmentation. Road Ecology links ecological theories and concepts with transportation
planning, engineering, and travel behavior (Forman et al. 2003).
Road Ecology arose from the fields of landscape and ecosystem ecology and originally
focused on the adverse impact of roads on nature. Scientists wanted to understand, for
example, how ecosystem processes at the landscape scale are interrupted by roads and
the vehicles on them, how populations of plants and animals are fragmented by road
systems, the demographic and evolutionary consequences of that fragmentation, and how
vehicles and their pollution (including noise) cause mortality and suppress reproduction in
both plants and animals.
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Figure 2-4. Road Ecology Typologies, Richard T.T. Forman, 2003.
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At the same time, transportation planners responding to increasing demand for mobility,
recognized the need to minimize the adverse impact of roads and vehicles. Foresight was
needed, along with deeper understanding of transportation choices, human behavior, and
their consequences. Practitioners in this developing field have come to see that human
communities and natural ecosystems have much the same needs for sustainable and
friendly transportation systems. This movement toward a fully integrated, multidisciplinary
effort culminated in the recent work entitled Road Ecology: Science and Solutions, edited
and written, in part, by Richard Forman, and Dan Sperling.
When mobility designs are under the umbrella influence of Road Ecology a new magnitude
of greening infrastructure becomes viable. It isvital to include aspects of Road Ecology into
vehicles, infrastructure, dwellings, and energy systems. Many of the projects contained
within this dissertation utilize at least some aspects of this field.
One example of a project that connects Road Ecology with the industrial ecology of
the automobile is the Ford River Rouge plant. Ford is reinventing River Rouge as an
environmentally-attuned manufacturing plant. The automotive giant is making investments
that simultaneously augment environmental performance and manufacturing efficiency.
For instance, the facility is being outfitted with an innovative turf roof that enhances the
attractiveness of the site and improves interior temperature control. The company has
also installed a novel system to reduce storm-water runoff and initiated a creative phytoremediation project to remove the soil contamination. A treeplanting program will reshape
and beautify the appearance of this gritty, pollution-encrusted industrial landscape
(McDonough, 2001).
Is it not myopic to focus so much effort on the ecological impacts of automobile creation
when the ultimate artifact slated to be assembled at the Dearborn facility (F-1 50, fullsized
pickup) issuch a series threat to global sustainability? On matters pertaining to automobile
green design, Ford adopts a passive stance and does not seek to unduly alter consumer
demand (Tukker, Cohen 2004).
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5. Smart Mobilities:
5.00 Suppositions
The following sections discuss new theoretical contributions to mobility design. Based
on the aforementioned precedents, each supposition represents a mega design theme.
These themes serve to inform creative solutions throughout the entire Ecotransology
project. Developed over a period of time in design research at the MIT Media Laboratory,
they played a key role in defining the Smart Cities Concept Car projects. Since design
thoughts in reality tend to be formed ina non-linear fashion, these concepts are purposely
not in any predetermined order. Hopefully this will preserve some notion of design freedom
and egalitarian thinking. All of the work is interrelated, but not necessarily at the same
scale of intervention. It can be read in any sequence, and is not limited to only concept
cars. For the purposes of research contained herein the extent of the studies range solely
within the urban threshold. Work outside the context of the city was often considered
(rural, regional, global, etc.). Unfortunately these other non-urban contexts widened the
scope too broadly. At a later time, research work that encompasses these outer scales
will make a welcome contribution to Ecotransology.
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Figure 2-5. Form Follows Frequency in the Future City, 2006.
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5.01 Form Follows Frequency
Most people, these days, live in automobile cities. Cars are essential for getting around;
they mediate the experience of the city; they occupy huge amounts of real estate; they
make a lot of noise and they clutter up the streets. Yet architects and urban designers
mostly take them as given, and are content to design streets and public spaces around
whatever the world's few remaining automobile manufacturers happen to provide.
Here we challenge and reverse this well-worn assumption. We design the car to
suit a new vision of the city, not the city to suit the arbitrary specifications of the car.
The technologies that make this possible are those of miniaturized electronics,
digital communications, inexpensive distributed computation, and advanced control
software. They enable us to get rid of most of the junk that currently encumbers
automobiles - engines, power trains, dashboards, and steering wheels. They allow us
to define a fundamentally new, radically restructured architecture for the automobile.
One illustration of this vital reorganization is our reinvention of the wheel. We place a small
but powerful electric motor, suspension, steering, and brake system in each wheel. Each
wheel operates autonomously and intelligently and the motion of the wheels is controlled
and coordinated by sophisticated software. Concentrating mechanical functions in the
wheel provides extraordinary freedom to rethink car body materials. Our design iterations
invoke these new technological and material arrangements for adapting cars to cities.
We are tired of cities that force people to move around in rigid, clanking, cumbersome,
often dangerous metal capsules - cars, trains, elevators, escalators, and all the rest.
We propose cities that are softer, gentler, and more sensual. We propose cities in which
crude power, noise, and pollution give way to graceful finesse (Mitchell, 2005).
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5.02 Car as a Soft Mobile Computer
In the future cars are really more powerful mobile computers. Locating mechanical
functions in the wheel facilities incredible opportunities to re-program the drivers cabin.
Instead of taking the form of a rigid capsule made of dumb, spray-painted sheet metal
(a very poor idea from an ecological viewpoint), it can consist of a structural exoskeleton
combined with any skin material that provides a desirable combination of protection,
display capabilities, sensing, and intelligent mediation between interior and exterior.
In particular, the skins of our automobiles are mostly soft and flexible. When they rub up
against each other, they don't scratch or dent - just as sheep in a flock can jostle without
harm. This allows denser packing and gentler negotiation of routes in traffic streams and
actuated robotic parking lots.
In a typical car, the performance characteristics are mostly determined by mechanical
systems, and they are difficult to change. By contrast, most of the main elements especially wheels - are programmable. Instantly customize your car by loading software,
just as one customizes the settings of a computer or personal music player. Think of the
car as a gadget that you load with moves, just as you load your iPod with music.
When the inventors of the automobile removed the horse to create the horseless carriage,
they removed the intelligence as well. Now, through electronics and software, we put the
intelligence back inside. This is a return to something that was lost - to the complex,
graceful, motion of the horse rather than the rigid, clunky motion of the carriage. The
carriageless horse becomes the new car model.
By adding considerable amounts of computation and display power inside the cabin
space, the car becomes more of a mobile computer and less of dumb transport device. If
compared to a laptop, the cars potential mobile computation/ display power is an order of
magnitude greater. Cars in the future will be defined around their intelligence capability
just as much as their manoeuvrability.

Figure 4-5a. Top: Social Projection Capabilities in Intelligent Soft Skin, 2004.
Figure 4-5b. Bottom: E-tint + E-shade Skin System, 2004.
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5.03 Soft Informational Skins
The introduction of a soft lightweight car body radically changes the entire concept car
design solutions. Inside the quilted cushioned skin is embedded display technologies
for communication with other drivers. Moreover, it succeeds at socializing with greater
responsiveness to the urban environment. This transparent skin with integrated displays
offers a clever adaptation to the streetscape. In some cases the transparency effect
negotiates issues of shading, viewer sight lines, and/or privacy. The digitally enhanced
material travels with the view of the driver and alters states based on driver will. In a field
of many omnidirectional vehicles these informational surface attributes support a much
needed signaling system.
Other critical aspects of our designs integrate the following innovations: athletic actuation,
reconfigurable air bladder seating (including a six point safety air bag), modified AUTOnomy
"skateboard" chassis, organic LED clusters, hubless wheels, and drive-by-wire systems.
All of these features are comprised to reveal the intense re-adapting of the city vehicle.
Significantly the urban soft car is further meant to act as a social guide to the city. Think of
it as a kind of contemporary Roy Rogers and Trigger (his trusty astute horse) relationship.
It is not an anti-social shiny metal precious box, but a smart, soft quilted, self-healing
surfaced, and adaptive transport companion.
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Figure 5-5. Ubiquitous Social Projection in Cities, 2001.
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Figure 6-5. Informatics and Cityscapes: Exploring Responsive Urban Media, 2001.

Figure 7-5. Soft Cars with Solar-Powered Charging Station, 2006.
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Figure 8-5. Soft Car Parametric Meta-Sphere Design with Networked Smart Wheels, 2006.
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Figure 9-5. TUI (Transport User Interface) Valley Section: City Design in Base Scales of
Mobility for the Foot, Hoof, Wheel, Rail, Netwheel, Netlev, and Teleport, 2006.
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Figure 11-5. Gentle Congestion Theory Sketch, 2003.
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Figure 13-6. Gentle Congestion, with Soft Net-Wheeled Cars, animation images, 2006.
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5.04 Gentle Congestion
Gentle Congestion theory is based on movement with soft omnidirectional net-wheeled
vehicles. This includes, omni-flocking or omni-herding, car body scuffling, digital affective
signals, driving sideways, robotic parking, vertical ascent, etc. Equally, these flocks of soft
omni vehicles (with on-board intelligence from net based wheel systems) are intended to
share the streetscape and support interaction with the local denizens. They are slowmotion vehicles anticipating the presence of surrounding bodies, not just their operators.
Gentle Congestion theory purposefully allows for the performance of vehicle bodies to be
a natural extension of the human organism.
Imagine a city street as a place of pleasured motion, elective and free for all occupants.
Softer transports support a social theory of Gentle Congestion, with "on-the-fly" transfers,
and veritable encounters between users and neighbors. Traffic in the realm of soft cars
thus becomes a desire, not a concern. Inthis case the streets evolve into a flowing culture
of constant mobility and informal meeting spaces. Within Gentle Congestion, urban roads
morph into an organic culture of leisure zones blending the constant of transportation.
Unquestionably, automobile infrastructure has become too firmly established and
conventional. As a result our challenge was to re-think the fundamental core patterns of
mobility between vehicle bodies and themselves.
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Figure 14-5. The I-stand Interlocking Transport or "Drive and Stand", 2005.
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Figure 15-5. Linked Travel: Car as a Continuous Flowing Entity.
Right: Current State, Left: Linked Travel Simulation, 2004.
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Figure 16-5. Mixed Omnidirectional and Linear Vehicular Routes, 2005.
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Figure 17-5. Omni-Flocking: Rethinking Urban Fabric via Omnidirectional Routes, 2005.
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AIL

Figure 18-5. Isometric View of Urban Vehicular Distribution; Top: Initial Linear State, Bottom:
Typical Mixed Congestion Patterns and Signals, 2006.
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Figure 19-5. Isometric View of Urban Omni Flocking; Top: Self-Organizing Traffic,
Bottom: Mutually Adapted City Form, 2006.
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Figure 20-5. Guided Vehicle Riser for Vertical Freight/ Passenger Travel, 2004.
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Figure 21-5. Vertical Omni Travel: Integrating Horizontal and Vertical Movement Systems with
Bridged Tall Building Clusters in the City, 2004.
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Figure 22-5. New Modes of Circulation for Bridged Tall Buildings in the City, 2006.
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Figure 23-5. Linked Travel with Omnidirectional Stackable Vehicles in
a Bridged Tall Building Cluster, 2006.
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Figure 24-5. City of Bits: Smart Mobility Vehicles in Tall Buildings, 2006.
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Figure 25-5. City of Bits (Underground View): Smart Mobility with Stacked Vehicles in Charge
Station and Travel Inside Building Cores, 2006.
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Figure 26-5. Space Equals Circulation: Buildings Fragment into Smart Vehicles, 2006.
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Figure 28-5. Stackable City Cars with Solar-Powered Charging Station, 2006.
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Figure 29-5. Stackable City Cars Compared to a Smart Car at 94" in Length, 2006.
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6. Green Education:
6.00 An Eco-Tech Aesthetic Proposal
"To talk to me about sustainability is like talking to me about giving birth...Am I against
giving birth? No. But would I like to spend my time doing it? Not really. I'd rather go to
a baseball game."
Peter Eisenman in "The Case for a Green Aesthetic", Metropolis, Oct. 2001.
This is a proposal to create a curriculum to educate professionals on the sensibilities of
green design. After implementing environmental standards, why does green architecture
look so bland? Passive cooling, low flush toilets, and harvested lumber do not foreground
evocative design. During the last two decades, the prevalent challenge for the sustainable
design movement in the United States has been to sluggishly modify the behavior of the
developers, architects, and planners responsible for the sizable majority of new projects.
From this outlook, it's not salient ensembles but uniform conventions that ought to stand
as the peak objective for green advocates. I've considered such standardized aspirations
as limiting and myopic. Admittedly this is not intune with what would naturally be assumed
or expected of green designers. This is not to disregard their gradual approach, only
wondering where it arouses the construct visually. How can design complement our
creative judgment and account for the environment? What does it take to re-create the
"Bilbao effect" (artifact as stimulating catharsis) ecologically? The profession has to
restructure its pedagogical goals, particularly assuming a balance and responsibility of
giving aspirants a sufficiently bona fide command of environmental studies (Frampton,
2001). It is through formal education, as a conscious effort by design society to impart the
skills and receptivity considered essential for social environmental dwelling.
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6.01 Living Machines
Designers should be encouraged to embrace ciphered principles of ecology, technology,
and social science. For instance, Henry Ford pondered cars manufactured out of soy
material and powered by ethanol. The prospects of fabricating automobiles that mesh
with America's agriculture economy and planned for decomposition via recycling were
staggering. Envision the alternative if Ford had fashioned cars on an assembly line
designed for the disassembly line later. It is a dialectic of decay vs. eternity that connotes
industrial engineering with sustainable design culture. Teaching how to avoid these "endof-the-pipe" strategies and still maintain good design is key. Why have not the leading
American signature designers of today addressed these concerns? What will the anointed
circle with their sleek blobs and macho white boxes finally attribute to innovation when
their luster fades and the chemicals seep out? Green design continues to concentrate on
a formal language that won't offend corporate America. "People will never want to have
an aesthetically inferior building around, no matter how well stocked it iswith cutting-edge
thermal glass, photovoltaic cells, and zero-emission carpeting" (Wines, 2000).
One researcher, Dr. John Todd, embraces the use of living machines that have successfully
expanded possibilities for eco-technology. "The industrial idiom of design, failing to honor
the principles of nature, can only violate them, producing waste and harm, regardless of
purported intention. Our extravagant American energy usage policies are like using a
chainsaw to cut butter." He introduces site-specific concepts of bioremediation, purifying
sewage, urban agricultural production, and restructuring energy. He advocates invoking
solar income and biotic alchemy to gently substitute urban energy needs (From Eco-Cities
to Living Machines: Principles of Ecological Design). The vital strategy is to investigate
links among the many areas of knowledge and seek more specific study areas. It is this
kind of quantitative research I am interested in expanding visually.
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6.02 Capacities, Footprints, and Development
A proposition of development conforming to regional goals and subsequent conservation
principals can enhance our environment and withstand all anticipated growth. Reducing
our human impact on the earth is paramount, essential, and quantifiable. The maximum
population of a species that can be sustained indefinitely in a given habitat is defined
as a carrying capacity. Fully loaded, it anticipates the energy-embodied needs of future
generations. This ecological footprint is based on a finite flow of natural income produced
in our biosphere. It is crucial to render these diagnostics within design.
Propositions for Technological Design Development:
• The natural sphere is sensitive and visually agreeable.
Development is inevitable and must be accommodated aesthetically, and indigenously.
Uncontrolled muddled growth is ultimately destructive.
• Progressive development must correspond to regional objectives.
• Conservation doctrines inverse destruction both of the terrain and the economy.
• The natural sphere can admit eventual growth without anthropomorphic despoliation.
Coded is more desirable than unplanned growth.
-Alliances fusing public and private powers are effective.
Design harmonizes biotic matter and the spirit of imagination.
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6.03 Approach and Methodology: New Cipher for Design
The cipher of ecological design science has yet to be decoded. At the moment we lack
suitable theories of immanence, satisfying images of how green design might be visibly
refined. Pragmatist publications exist that undercut and depart from further design intuit.
Paint-by-the-number eco-standards are recipes that brand projects green (LEEDTM,
Energy Star, HOK Guidebook to Sustainable Design). These somewhat reductive models
limit architecture's ability to respond to the environment. Routine formula solutions
preempted by magnanimous rants on saving the earth fail to elicit good design.
Blanket assumptions of engineering and design misconceptions associated with artificially
bounding an environment prevail. A wall, counter-intuitively, does not simply delimit the
flow of heat. Heat does not have an exact border it can cross. It is measured at dynamic
rates of perceptible exchange. Instead of spurious notions of boundary, designers should
ruminate on concepts of flow, perception, intensity, and synergy. ASHRAE and IENSNA
are independent building standards that compartmentalize energy issues. Fenestration,
lighting, and HVAC are all quantified separately from one another. An overarching and
facile theory of how nature fits is vital. Plenty of fixed compendiums moderately resolve
these corollaries. William McDonough ("Eco-Effectiveness," Sustainable Architecture
White Papers, 2001), Sim Van der Ryn (Ecological Design, 1996), Ken Yeang (The
Skyscraper Bioclimatically Considered, 1994), and lan McHarg (Design with Nature,
1969) are highly beneficial strategies, but suffer from a deficiency to bestow qualities
that additionally make something radiant and exquisite. The challenge I will address is to
revamp conventional applications with design liberties. This suggests original directions
and innovative approaches are essential.
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A curriculum of design provisions will serve as directives towards rethinking aesthetic
elements. The idea is to write a cipher for teaching design technology and ecological
fitness. This is a proposition to craft a curriculum for teaching professionals and academics
that is not only informative sustainably, but also aesthetically celebrated. The premise
is to invite freedom of association, not restraint on extents. It is an endeavor to deliver
a balance between individuation and accord. The code may elaborate on the following
didactic provisions: Urban Landscape Integration, Sustainable Materials, Visualization
Technology, and Eco-philosophy within a History of Green Modernism.
The range for design provisions should not follow any predetermined limits in order to
expand into multiple fields. Extents ranging from the urban dwelling to the enveloping
ecosphere have calculable associations. These include the discrete evaluation of
volumes, magnitudes, and locatable points of reference for design. Examples: Bedrock,
geology, hydrology, existing vegetation including forests and their natural associations,
slope, water table and soil limitations, method of recharge of the underlying aquifer, as
well as present construction, historical landmarks, needs of the community, adaptive
technologies, and individual species.

6.04 Feasibility Constraints and Duration of Study
The objective is to have a written cogent program in a timely fashion. Inorder to negotiate
design and ecology effectively, an appropriation of questions and defined problem areas
should be set as priori. Previous queries register those principles and values. Time
considerations involve research in the field of ecology and green design technologies
framed by advisors. Also additive time is critical for relevant coursework to build and
elaborate directives. At minimum it can take three to five years of classes, writing, and
design research. The dimension that enables some ecological events occurring at a point
in time to be distinguished is measured by the interval between human generations.
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Figure 2-6. Green Directives of Living, Breathing, Building, Growing, and Renewing, Patrick
Dougherty et al., circa 1990s.
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A measure of time necessary to produce empirical results would take at least one such
passing. Goals requiring those extended amounts of time, if deemed essential, will be
scaled accurately, and reasonably. However, that order of research will strictly not fall
within the scope of the final written program.

6.05 Congruence with Research
How do you discover the key linkages among the many fields of knowledge and lay the
groundwork for more specific studies? My goal is to work with interdisciplinary advisors
with the following spheres of interest:
* Methods of Education in Design
* Cause and Effects of Environmental Design
• Eco-Philosophy and Green Modernism
• Urban Landscape Integration
• Visualization and Computer Technology
Making ecologies visible in the education of design technology and practice is vastly
significant. These are the didactics for designing sustainability and tracing the path
of nature. Cultivate explorations of deep ecology to retrieve the wisdom in mosaics,
connectivity, biodiversity, patches, and matrices. Floating in our primordial soup is an
inherent desire to imagine manifold events of wonderment. The first signal of humanist
intent is our complex ensemble of education. Any good edification demands a theory
of possibilities and interpretations. It seeks a genius loci revealed in both the struggle
and the fellowship of numerous augmented assemblies. Designing across scales from
turbulent urban regions to backyard gardens requires a filter of reason. It is our plan to
qualify and disseminate these egalitarian practices of design with the natural science of
ecology. Qualified by techno-scientific methods and routines, it is vital to admit that the
practice of architecture is still at length a craft.
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Figure 1-7. Top: Evolving Arboreal Grafting Technology, 2002.
Bottom: Case Studies in Grafting Techniques and Pleaching, Richard Reames, 2004.
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7. Super Organism:
7.00 Nature's Home
In congruence with ecology as the guiding principal, this living home is designed to be
nearly entirely edible so as to provide food to some organism at each stage of its life cycle.
While inhabited, the home's gardens and exterior walls continually produce nutrients for
people and animals. As a direct contributer to the ecosystem it supports an economy
comprised of truly breathing products not reconstituted or processed materials. Imagine
a society based on slow farming trees for housing structure instead of the industrial
manufacture of felled timber.
The Fab Tree Hab concept resolutely accumulates the inscribed nuances that influenced
the American Rustic period. Stemming from the insurgent writings of Thoreau, Emerson,
Whitman, and Alcott, America defined a sensibility. These authors represent an early
mode of intention that was profoundly ecocentric. Their notion of dwelling was envisioned
as retreats, poets' bowers, hermitages, and summer cottages in a Sylvan style. In 1847 it
culminated inthe self-made assembly of a crooked cedar and honeysuckle summer home
by Thoreau and Alcott for their friend Emerson in the midst of a cornfield. This peculiar
house severed as our point of departure. Here traditional anthropocentric doctrines are
overturned and human life issubsumed within the terrestrial environs. Home, inthis sense,
becomes indistinct and fits itself symbiotically into the surrounding ecosystem.
Furthermore, the approach draws from Jeffersonian ideologies in regards to equalizing
edification and ecology. In the mind of Thomas Jefferson, the measure of any single
human gesture was its contribution to the individual's pursuit of happiness. He believed
humans had natural rights. He devoted most his life to a revolution ensuring the rights of
agrarianism and education. This was vital to a citizen's personal livelihood in an agrarian
economy within a nascent system of government. Universal access to education was
critically linked to sustenance thus, the "gentleman farmer." Jefferson essentially would
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Figure 2-7. Fab Tree Hab (Elevation): A Pilot Project for Whole Dwelling Ecology, 2002.
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advocate ecological principles applied to human habitat so that each person can live off
the land without detriments. He could have never imagined a human race that ignored
the right to freedom from toxicity, carcinogens, and ozone depleting substances. The Fab
Tree Hab not only attempts to provide a healthy biological exchange with the inhabitant,
but also strives to contribute in a positive way to everyone's quality of life.
Modern design has essentially left behind these principles of symbiosis. Although many
individual and collective efforts towards "sustainable" or "green design" of buildings are
apparent internationally, derivative design cannot address the underlying systemic nature
of sustainability. Fixing pieces of a puzzle fails to address the interplaying complexities
of the whole, and innovation is stifled by the need to work within given contexts. Lack of
certainty in cause and effect is often cited as a reason for not developing ecologically
sound practices, most notably with green house gas reductions and improvement of
indoor air quality. However, the precautionary principle implies that protection should
be embraced deliberately even in the face of uncertainty. Thus, instead of incorporating
materials that may impart less impact to the environment and human health - impacts
which may remain uncertain in extent - the Fab Tree Hab design seeks to protect and
embrace the ecosystem as a source of sustainability in the built environment. Just as the
modern biotechnology revolution owes its existence to the intelligence in ecosystems at
the molecular level, sustainable technologies for homes can also benefit from biological,
natural systems; however, starting at the molecular scale is not necessary. Rather, as the
intention of this design explores, lumber maintained in its macro, living form becomes a
superstructure.
The Fab Tree Hab living structure single-family home and encompassing ecology. Tree
trunks from the load-bearing structure to which a weave of pleached branch 'studs'
support a thermal clay and straw-based infill. The Fab Tree Hab plan accommodates three
bedrooms, a bathroom, living, dining and kitchen area placed on the southern fagade in
accordance with passive solar principles. Design details pertaining to structure, elemental
flows, renewal, raising the home, and budget are explored in the following paragraphs;
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Figure 3-7. Fab Tree Hab (Isometric View): Digital Design Models of a Local Ecosystem and
Growing Arboreal Grafted Structure, 2002.
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7.01 Structure, Form and Growth
A methodology new to buildings yet ancient to gardening is introduced in this design
- pleaching. Pleaching is a method of weaving together tree branches to form living
archways, lattices, or screens. The trunks of inosculate, or self-grafting, trees, such as
Elm, Live Oak, and Dogwood, are the load-bearing structure, and the branches form a
continuous lattice frame for the walls and roof. Weaved along the exterior is a dense
protective layer of vines, interspersed with soil pockets and growing plants. On the interior,
a clay and straw composite insulates and blocks moisture, and a final layer of smooth clay
is applied like a plaster to dually provide comfort and aesthetics. Existing homes built with
cob (a clay and straw composite) demonstrate the feasibility, longevity, and livability of the
material as a construction material. In essence, the tree trunks of this design provide the
structure for an extruded earth ecosystem, whose growth is embraced over time. Living
examples of pleached structures include the Red Alder bench by Richard Reames and
the 'Sycamore Tower' by Axel Erlandson.

7.02 Life Sustaining Flows
Water, integral to the survival of the structure itself, is the pulmonary system of the
home, circulating from the roof-top collector, through human consumption, and ultimately
exiting via transpiration. A gray water stream irrigates the gardens, and a filtration
stream enters a Living Machine, where it is purified by bacteria, fish, and plants who
eat the organic wastes. Cleaned water enters the pond, where it may infiltrate the
soil or evaporate to the atmosphere. Water consumed by the vegetation eventually
returns to the water cycle through transpiration, simultaneously cooling the home.
Fundamental to the flux of the water cycle is solar radiation, which also drives heating and
ventilation. In the winter, sunlight shines through the large south-facing windows, heating
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Figure 4-7. Fab Tree Hab (Floor Plan): Water Cycle in an Inhabitable Unit, 2002.
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the open floor-space and thermal mass. The reverse is true in the summer, as the crown
of the structure shades itself from extreme temperatures, instead using the sun's energy
for photosynthesis. Two levels of operable windows set up a buoyancy-driven ventilative
flow, drawing in cool air at floor level. An active solar hot water system heats the home
through an array of radiant floor pipes. Technology inspired by nature also explicitly
engages it to provide water and warmth to the habitat. The Hull section illustrates design
for water flows: a roof-top trough harvests water for human use; the plumbing system is
positioned to provide for gravity-induced flow and gray-water reuse; a composting system
treats human waste and will later return nutrients to the eco-system.

7.03 Renewal
In congruence with ecology as the guiding principal, the home is designed to be nearly
entirely edible so as to provide food to some organism at each stage of its life. While
inhabited, the home's gardens and exterior walls produce food for people and animals.
The seasonal cycles help the tree structure provide for itself through composting of fallen
leaves in autumn. The envisioned bioplastic windows, which would flex with the home as
it grows, would also degrade and return to the earth upon life's end, as would the walls.
Seedlings started in such a nutrient rich bed may provide the affordable building blocks
for a new home typology, firmly rooted to place. Likewise, realization of living structures
would introduce forest renewal to an urban setting. Building of these homes occurs
throughout a longer time period, yet the benefits are enjoyed as long as the trees live,
after which another wave of renewal begins. Exterior of the home embraces growth in its
gardens and with bioplastic windows that are envisioned to accept change in physical
size over the home's lifetime.
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7.04 Rethinking Budget
In departing from the modern sense of home construction, compilation of a budget for
this prototype inherently opens the debate surrounding decision-making and green
architecture. It is widely acknowledged that life-cycle costing methods would provide
more favor to conscientious home designs by including energy cost savings and, more
abstractly, accounting for reduction or elimination of externality costs. However, this falls
short of recognizing the compound and continuous value of sustainable housing as an
interweave of systems, and it still places too much value on benefits received today as
opposed to tomorrow or hundred years from now. By rejecting the tendency towards
immediacy and, likewise, first cost dependency, a true representation of sustainable value
can be achieved by explicitly recognizing the adaptive, renewal, cooperative, evolutionary,
and longevity characteristics of the home. This design explores the concepts inthat debate
by including all five traits.
At the first stage of maturity, when the habitat is readied for human presence, cost outlays
are similar in nature to traditional construction, yet much less in magnitude based on
their local, natural, and edible qualities. Clay, gravel, and straw can be obtained locally
for certainly no more than the cost of concrete. Plants and vegetation, many of which can
be started from seedlings when the structure is originally planted, will come at a nominal
cost. Installation of heating, lighting, plumbing, electrical, and communication systems
will be no more than that for a typical home, and should be less due to the systems
integrated design of natural ventilation, gravity water flow, daylighting and passive solar.
As illustrated by this comparative assessment, realization of a living home certainly fits
within the realm of affordability.
Extra, or non-traditional, operating costs and required expertise over the life-time of the
home include pest management (insects that may threaten the structure) and maintenance
of a Living Machine water treatment system. Technical demonstration and innovation is
still needed for certain components, primarily the bioplastic windows that accept growth
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of the structure and the management of flows across the wall section to assure that the
interior mains dry and critter-free. All in all, the elapsed time to reach livability is greater
than the traditional sense, but so should be the health and longevity of the home and
family.

7.05 Experiment in Time
Above all, the raising of this home can be achieved at a minimal price, requiring only some
time to complete its structure. Realization of these homes will begin as an experiment,
and it is envisioned that thereafter, the concept of renewal will take on a new architectural
form - one of interdependency between nature and people.
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Figure 7-7. Fab Tree Hab (Solar Path Diagram and Roof Plan): Light Sensitive Growth
Orientation of a Single Family Unit, 2002.
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Figure 1-8. MATScape - Cradle to Cradle Elements, Top: Elevation, Bottom: Roof Plan, 2005.
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8.00 Mosaic Landscape:
8.00 MATscape
This is a Cradle to Cradle (C2C) Home design and construction competition project for
a triplex of homes in suburban Virginia. It presents a mosaic of materials, components,
and spaces evolved for these homes, asserting that nature and people are mutually
beneficial.

8.01 Cipher
The three-dimensional form results from landscape and climatic vectors. The grid is
encoded as an interpretation of the climatic inputs - solar path, wind forces, rainfall, and
ambient temperature - in reference to human desired services - comfort, light, air, water,

and electricity. The coding grammar is replicable for other sites; the results will differ
appropriately.

8.02 Employ
The home's outer cell-wall mediates the incoming forces and nutrients while releasing
waste produced within the system. The grid accepts beneficial natural energy sources
while denying the unnecessary. The dynamic rules of employment are partially defined by
the media themselves and partially by the people. The structural materialization reflects
the life it supports; materials are net energy contributors either as edible entities, power
generators or thermal energy conservationists.
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Aerial View Looking Southwest: Encoded Grid Elements

Figure 2-8. MATScape (Isometric): A Material Mosaic Triplex with 50% Living Surfaces, 2005.
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8.03 Respond
The mosaic skin is kinetic. No single time descriptor determines the response of the grid.
People adjust the louvers; shade the glazing; remove and place insulation panels; and
plant and harvest gardens in response to their individual preferences and nature's forces.
Rather than impose a sense of control, people and nature thrive in cooperation.

8.04 Serve
The built-form sanctions life at all levels. Soil pockets serve gardens, native species,
and the water cycle. Minute channels within the grid framework collect and direct rainfall.
The mass-flows from life within the home feed ponds and nutrient producing compost.
Participating in the logic of the home, the people determine their consumption patterns to
ensure that outputs become inputs for other processes. The dense settlement of a triplex
serves to connect families and to preserve nature elsewhere.

8.05 Continue
Construction is a process of selection and assembly that occurs throughout time. The
interlocking panels can be updated, replaced, interchanged, or given a seasonal rest.
Pods can be reconfigured for changing family sizes. The result is a systematic weave of
materials and functions in which transition is symbiotic with the continued well-being of
the life in, on, and around the home.
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Figure 1-9. Shroom and Snail Commune: Top: Isometric View of Commune,
Bottom: Site Plan of Complex, Michael Sorkin Studio, 1999.
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9.00 Ecocentrism:
9.00 Skeptical Environmentalist
The next projects are larger in scope; Shroom and Snail Commune, and Atlanta. Each
respective client desired schemes that met the criterion of a philosophically ecocentric
position. What exactly does this position involve? How much "greening" can one achieve
in a project before the notion becomes blurred with conflicting human interests? One
skeptic of making something too "green" is Bjorn Lomborg.
Bjorn Lomborg and his work, "The Skeptical Environmentalist", clearly fits into the category
of an optimistic anthropocentrist. His critics are categorized with a broad range of views.
Where are they located within the spectrum from ecocentrism to anthropocentrism?
Excommunication, Inquisition, sacrilege, heresy, and abomination are terms carefully
reserved for individuals practicing in immediate opposition to certain cultures sacred
proclivities. Science, and its disciples, chose to condone a broad rage of behaviors, but
firmly command the prevalent doctrine on our contemporized society. Science foregrounds
logical thought and generally welcomes debate. Although, repeatedly, paradigm shifts
usually occur when a defiant minority observation is re-investigated and proven credible.
The Skeptical Environmentalist is under severe attack by multiple fields of science, with few
corroborating agencies or scientific alliances. Such onslaughts and lack of ambivalence
only bring greater attention to a formerly unheard of researcher, propelling Bjorn Lomborg
into the mainstream realm. Do the scientists of the environmental movement have untold
reasons for such demonstrations of anxiety? If the book is deemed "scientific dishonesty"
couldn't he simply have be dismissed into the annals of sketchy publications and coffee
table pamphlets despite the quality of Cambridge press? Or is there a need to make a
pariah out of a research scientist that goes against the subtext of some kind of "Litany"?
The result of scientific work is knowledge, cognition, in the form of notions, assumptions
and hypotheses about "the correct correlation". Given that the point of the application is
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Figure 2-9. Shroom Dwelling (Elevation): The Raised Inhabitation Unit with Composting Core
and Vegetative Climbing Species in Facade, 1999.
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to broaden our knowledge, the actual core of science is the critical reasoning conducted
in the scientific literature, based on documented observations. By virtue of this process,
it is decided whether new ideas can withstand massive criticism and be declared sound,
and whether less sustainable ideas should be marginalized. Lomborg has succeeded in
presenting a case for an awfully unpopular view in the intellectual community it resides.
Undoubtedly his work is massively flawed, so what then is the actual underlying issue?
Recently, others have tried this in scientific publications and have succeeded in either
ruining their careers or distancing themselves from acceptance in the coveted circles
of science. One example: Stephen Wolfram and his self published omnibus volume
entitled; A New Kind of Science received mediocre reviews and became a notorious
inconsequentiality. Both tomes had little to no peer reviewers and touted salience in
the face of overwhelming trends. Both authors suffered in creditability. Wolfram, unlike
Lomborg, actually had a substantial degree of merit and consequent notoriety beforehand.
Wolfram declared most substructures of the elemental scientific method has myopic. He
inserted his world view of automata and claims to have reinvented four hundred years of
wayward thinking. Why would the scientific community cow in submissiveness to Wolfram
and rewrite the fundamentals to every text form physiology to particle physics? Is science
absolutely positive in their stifling of individuals such as Wolfram or Lomborg?
On another note Lomborg has created a book that provokes stimulating debate from
the vantage point of an optimistic anthropocentrist. However, instead of rejoinders from
various cliques he is the subject of a globalizing smear campaign. This collective waylay
has given more cadence to his poor arguments then it deserves. His ecocentric critics
accuse him of; misrepresentation, obfuscation, and illusory precision stemming in poor
exercises and notations. Lomborg, unlike his critics, represents the anti-eschatological
approach to sciences of the natural world. It is best that some eco-scientists discontinue
the "end is near theories" and embrace less moralistically imbued rationales. Lomborg
is the subject of scientific blasphemy, but less attention paid to his work would greatly
benefit the prevailing ecocentric opposition.
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Figure 3-9. Shroom and Snail Commune. Top: Sections,
Bottom: Perspective View of Homes, Michael Sorkin Studio, 1999.
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Figure 4-9. Shroom and Snail Commune Plan of Units, Michael Sorkin Studio, 1999.
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Figure 7-9. Atlanta: Making Ecology Visible, Inside Living H20 Machine, 2001.
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9.01 Mitigating the Urban Heat Island Enigma
Another ecocentric project revolved around an ecological urban design intervention in
Atlanta. The city of Atlanta is emphatically suffering from the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect. The first recuperative step will require a substantial body of water combined with adjacent greenery to alleviate the phenomenon. Developmental growth, land cover change,
congestion, and deforestation are some of the pervasive factors significantly altering the
temperature inAtlanta. An effort to mitigate the UHI effect is though the use of water absorption. Water absorbs a large amount of heat before its temperature rises one degree,
and takes a long time to release it. That means that trees, which have a large water content and release water into the atmosphere to keep themselves cool, also absorb a lot of
the incoming heat and release it over a longer period of time (evapotranspiration). This
is a suggestion to combine elements of vegetation with a hydrological feature to subside
urban heat. To do this it is necessary to capture some of the city's grey water. The project
views water ecology as its central and most visible theme. By making ecology visible,
Atlanta truly takes on an ecocentric stance.
This is a fantasy of bringing the element of water to a city that has none. The central
source of water in the sprawling city of Atlanta is the Chattahoochee River. It roars miles
away from downtown and is burdened by overuse. Can the sweltering city of Atlanta
carefully approach its' water needs and restore the vitality of downtown? Atlanta relies
heavily upon this intermittent source of water. The inaccessible and distant river serves
80% of the region with surface water (almost no ground water, aquifers or wells exist).
The river also must accept discharges of treated wastewater and runoff with pollutants .
The city pays extreme attention to what is allowed to flow inside the river. Thus Atlanta
faces critical ecological and water quality challenges. Investing in resources that can
manage the local environment and water treatment is a priority.
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Figure 8-9. Atlanta: Making Ecology Visible, Waterworks, Living Machine, and Tower, 2001.
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Figure 9-9. Atlanta: Making Ecology Visible, Bioclimatic Tower and Multi-Modal, 2001.
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Preamble to an Ecological Cipher
The Base Formulation for Green Design
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10. Ecological Cipher:
10.00 A Collage of Quantum Informatics in Living Automata Cities
"Tomorrow is our permanent address if they should find us there we will move even
further into now." - e.e. cummings

This is a Cipher of fluid election that infuses a sense of developing responsibly with
nature. It is meant to have multiple robust interpretations encasing nimble policies. As of
yet we cannot fully enact its decrees only its needs and rights.
The following can be read in any desirable order. All relations and critiques of modernism
are points of focus, but not by any means rendered unconditionally. Comparisons of
other kinds of urban codification and pattern making are for suggestive purposes only.
All of the Ecotransology projects throughout address environmental and energy issues in
different ways. The project summation of ecological design challenges are as follows:
1. Decrease Circuity: Smart Wheels
2. Decrease Weight: Soft Skins
3. Decrease Manufacturing: Living Structures
4. Decrease Inefficiency: Renewable Energies
5. Decrease Disconnection: Bridged Buildings
The next sections will discuss projects that relate to a philosophy of ecological design.
Other sections inthis document illustrate ecological mobility minded projects as well.
Below are works strictly architecture and urban design based, and not necessarily about
circulation.
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10.01 Scales, Tests, and Explorations
Certainly we can design an entire computational universe with its many bridges, planetary
habitats, star systems and boundless infinitudes. Inside this very make up exists the
synergetic comprehensive primordial Cipher that illuminates every possibility of every
micro/macro cosmic event.
Our purpose is to devise a revolutionary computational test for ourselves. Test our
civilizations metabolic rate. Test our society's constitution. Test ourselves against the
prophets of the machines. Test the fires that burn the seemingly immutable. Test our
billion years of incidental evolution against a single second long shrug from mother earth.
Count the constellations and ask yourself: How do we matter?
An inter-city teacher once proclaimed to her ecologist friend that there was no place
near where she could take the children that exemplified "nature". The ecologist abruptly
replied, "Start by taking them into the asphalt school yard and asking them why they are
alive". Ecological Ciphers are everywhere shouldn't we explore them?

10.02 Marx
The romantization of the machine inthe garden is associated with patterning dysfunctional
moral certitude. Urban humanist ecology becomes some precious few blades of grass
choking in a cracked inter-borough sidewalk. Leo Marx articulates the pastoral ideal
intertwined with technological dwelling. The pastoral ideal, in contrast to primitivism,
highlights the ideal of the mix of nature and culture -- a resolution to the conflict between
these different poles. This ideal is complicated by the varying definitions of nature and
the city. The city, as a bastion of civilization, is frequently maligned by pastoral writers
(Thoreau, Hawthorne, and Shakespeare) as the source of corruption and disease.
However, although this may prompt a withdrawal into the wild, the lessons of nature are
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often intended to be brought back to the city -- there is not a primitivist abandonment of
the city but rather, it is accepted as one of the major components of the ideal state, bad
qualities and all. Similarly, nature is far from ideal. Nature carries different valuations in
this analysis, often wild and striking, or pure and righteous; fertile and lavish, or severe
and pestilent. Information prescribing natural ecology is the resolution of these disparate
terms. As an attenuated instrument in the hands of towering guardians it is our great
catharsis.

10.03 Herbs of Herodotus
Ecological history underscores our terrestrial issues. How much and how fast has the
climate changed? How far are such changes man-induced? Is nature in balance? Are
humans helpless to stem -- or bound to alter -- natural processes? Has humanity on

the whole improved or spoiled the Earth? In what sense do environmental misuse and
reform matter? Today's ecological concerns trigger these essentially historical questions.
Save for the subject of oppressed minorities, no aspect of history is currently so resurgent
as that of the environment. Past historians habitually disjoined nature from history. As
recently as 1984, Donald Worster found "little history in the study of nature, and little
nature in the study of history".

History - the annals of civilization - is derived from

recollections and written records. By contrast, erudition of nature - Earth and Cosmos emerged from material residues, theoretical logic, and verifying research. History was a
humanistic enterprise, ecology a scientific one. Analogies abounded, "the book of nature"
was a common cliche, and historical "science" was recurrently trendy. But most scholars
stressed the disparate temporal horizons, subject matter, and sources of the two realms
and slighted their parallels. Nature was mundane and mindless, history the sublime
drama of human will. To be sure, historians never forgot that men and women required
terrestrial abodes for food and shelter, even for sanctuary and faith. And the reciprocal
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influences of locale and life perennially intrigue chroniclers. At least since Herodotus,
historians have invoked landscape and terrain, climate and soils to explain why peoples
and nations differ. In the Western world, human dominion over nature was decreed by
the deity and lent added impetus by Enlightenment science. While ecologists doggedly
termed nature mankind's master, devotees of advancement saw nature as mankind's
servant.

10.04 Reduction
Mies Van Der Rohe in 1920 portrayed a glass and iron skyscraper for Berlin by generating
the plan from an ordinary maple leaf. This process of organic mimesis devolved into a
reductive exploitation of industrial aptitude. As intended, Mies accentuated precision and
environmental culpability through machine conflated geometry (it has long been standard
practice to fully air-condition office structures and hermetically seal fenestration throughout
the building - the burning diamond effect). An outright rejection of this brand of building
stock and culture would not be prudent. The field has to reorganize its pedagogical
desires, particularly assuming a balance and responsibility of giving aspirants a sufficient
understanding of ecological studies.
10.05 Three Realities
Perhaps the earliest complicit modern abstraction of nature is evident in Mondrian's
influential essay: Natural Reality and Abstract Reality. He presents idyllic theories
regarding art and life as a narrative occurring in real time rather than as a manifesto.
The participants are identified only as; "Y" a layman, "X" a naturalistic painter, and "Z"
an abstract-real painter, obviously Mondrian himself. Taking place at six sites in the
countryside at night while observing various natural and manmade phenomena, the trio
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discusses the relationship between art and life, and naturalistic vs. abstract art, finally
ending in the studio of Z. The discussion is a re-working of Mondrian's ideas already
presented in the previous essays "The New Plastic in Painting" (1917) and "Dialogue on
the New Plastic" (1919). Mondrian's clever use of the conversational format serves a
dual purpose - it is his attempt to convince the world at large, represented by the layman
and the naturalistic painter, of the necessity for the new in art (specifically Mondrian's
own); and presents in written form the contrast of opposites so necessary in Mondrian's
painting, the pairing of the naturalistic art (the "tragic") with abstraction (the "universal").
What initially began as an exquisite metamorphosis of a tree culminated in the nonarboreal invention of Broadway Boogie Woogie. His arguments facilitate the modern use
of grided rectilinear forms that re-present diminishing associations of nature. Laymen, in
truth, never embraced modernists sterile aesthetic propositions.

10.06 Hive Intelligence
Now the story of a farcical narrative of machine conspiracy, of mechanical devices that
have minds of their own and the ability to communicate with each other. The future of
adaptive behavior in machines, of smart, cybernetic cities inwhich the distinction between
metropolis and computer interface will effectively dissolve. The ecology of settlements and
computer interchange will be simultaneous and inseparable. Perhaps one invocation, that of Cipher- will enrapture these biological hives of computation.
In his stand-up comedy days back in the 1960s, Woody Allen used to tell a great story
about mechanical objects with attitude. He details the relationships he has with various
household appliances, such as his blender, his toaster, and the quirkiness of their
individual personalities. He meets with them to discuss problems and on occasion has
to chastise them (he hits his television set for jumping up and down). One day in a New
York elevator, the voice of the automated operator asks him, "are you the guy that hit the
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television set", and promptly bounces him up and down the building before dumping him
in the basement.
Ecological Cipher is the very first liberating and harmonizing apparatus for human
accountability. Ecological operations with diversity and movement towards homeostasis
institute an eternal field of iterating design informatics. Cipher reflects the larger scope
of this ecology. Cipher is its quantum nerve. Cipher has only a single performance
dimension. It isan infinite point line. The nature of Cipher is to dwell next to its mother after
birth. Ultimately this stochastic reproduction forms desire lines of parents and children.
The matrix of Cipher is a seed of dreams that become lines of clairvoyant visions. Cipher
seeps and sweats like a programmatic ooze over boundaries and through connective
tissues. Cipher is an infinite order like an encyclopedia to the library of eternal traveling.
10.7 Extended Organism Control
At the quantum level Cipher satisfies a focus of semi-grouping informatics that behave as
automata. These automata are working to illuminate a much larger picture. The Cipher
itself only possibly defines a microcosm at the first dimension. Today design happens
in the realm of 2D, 3D and so on.... Because Cipher behaves as an automata in may
be multiplied to other dimensions without altering its original intentions (1D x 4D = 4D).
Imagine it as something similar to the Eye of Jupiter. A constantly sized storm moving
evenly through the equally tumultuous chaos of the atmosphere.
We must rise to the inalienability of a neo-biological civilization of heterarchic, and
poloymorpic information. Cities need to change their role in recognition of ecology.
Ecological resources used in cities are not resources but they are our relatives. Cities
are in kinship with Ecological Cipher. Everything is used in designing an ecological city.
We can no longer throw things (resources), away there is no "away". "Away has gone
away," as Gertrude Stein places it. Cities, as extended organisms of humans, must be
held responsible in a world of nature, akin to nature.
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10.8 Next
A few years ago we would have laughed at the idea that Ecological Cipher could change
the way we live. Now we sheepishly admit that a gal named Dolly is a clone grazing
in a meadow in Edinburgh. City architecture, even as a model of information, will
reveal astounding insights when somebody tweaks it at the genetic level, i.e. Cipher.
Sim City models an informational cipher. Now versions exist that emulate and predict
human life styles (The Sims). Tomorrow we will be living in an age of salient machines
where computation (especially quantum systems) will have exceeded human intelligence.
Strategy has devolved into the sheer force of 35,000 games of chess played per minute
before Kasparov could make his next move. Simply put IBM's Deep Blue proved you
do not have to be intelligent to play chess. Driven by the engines of these informatic
technologies simulations of liminal architecture (from the scale of city to star systems)
are predictable. Behaviors of Ecological Cipher will be prescribed effortlessly. We are
at the cusp of playing God and designing babies. How can we open Panodora's box
responsibly? Should we institute a Bill of Rights that would insure a humanist directive
over this Cipher? Imagine a genetic green algorithm that enables us to test and design
fully sustainable cities.

10.9 Resolution and Evolution
As the guardians of knowledge in our ivory towers we could seek a deceleration of
this Ecological Cipher and test it for ourselves. We also can evolve it with a deeper
accountability and concern for the address of tomorrow. It is a powerful and facile product
of our own minds with pure humanist potential. It can save the earth and invent liminal
worlds as new laboratories. It istime to don our capes and design cities with this primordial
soup. Design everything at once from every possible origin to every possible ending.
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Ecological Cipher is not only boundless individual points of departure but resultants of a
dominating generality.
Lamarckian evolution professes a certain failure, as acquired traits cannot be inherited
(Cipher is a one-way transmission). Genetics supports an organic evolution of biology
but not of culture. Humans are extended organisms with engines exceeding our own
intelligence but not the fecundity of our nature. Our deepest un-realization since our
beginning is; what are our natural directives? Prosaic minds of our generation cry for
the end of tyranny from the plausible degradations in experimenting with society and
high-tech automata. A view by Margalef upholds "Living systems have always been
energy systems competing for materials," -- Rather then material systems competing for
energy.

10.10 Jeffersonian
Every morning Thomas Jefferson awoke to the thought of writing a cipher to a revolution.
A cipher that would not comprise the right to be free from remote tyranny. Today,
generations later, have we compromised this cipher? How could he possibly foresee the
intergenerational remote tyranny that exists today? Aform of tyranny created by a passing
generation not regulating cipher to include a comprehensive ecological culpability. He
could have never imagined a human race that ignored the right to freedom from toxicity,
carcinogens, and ozone depleting substances. He believed humans had natural rights.
Rachel Carson in "Silent Spring" believed nature itself also had rights. Shouldn't we
devise an Ecological Cipher to test ourselves against intergenerational remote tyranny?
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10.11 Five Rights
THE FIVE MEASURES OF AN ECOLOGICAL CIPHER:
I. Ecological Cipher isthe very principle indesigning a "qualified fit" between the extended
human organism and the natural universe at the quantum level.
II. Ecological Cipher engages the complex levels of a particular place as 1D automata
aura. It is unobtrusive and direct, responsive to both local conditions and local species.
We must be sensitive to the intricacy of place; we can dwell without erasure.
Ill. Ecological Cipher accounts for the environmental trauma of existing and proposed
designs. It is a tracing which bonds our actions to the well being of sometimes dispersed
ecosystems. Informatics are deployed to make an ecologically aware distribution of
design decisions.
IV. Ecological Cipher makes natural cycles and processes visible. This brings the
designed extended organism to the foreground. Prevalent ecological design informs us
of our kinship within nature.
V. Ecological Cipher includes many individual voices with many lines of desire. Everyone
and everything is a participant, there is a zero tolerance for blatant neglect or waste.
There are a myriad of approaching vectors and nets of over-arching tendencies. Honor
the filters of reason that each desire line adds.
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10.12 Form Follows Anything
A Computer model of Cipher as an ideogram establishes program in units of volumetric
measure. This measure is a tissue simultaneously involving the form of the land with
spatial volume. Form follows anything as long as no shape is unmotivated. Light and
air are key when responding to design the membrane. Encapsulation of program is
correctly orchestrated via the generic loft space or any low energy embodied volume.
Highly malleable it will support growth, with elaboration and magnification of character
at its limits. This is an Ecological Cipher of rampant plurality in which lifestyle is elective
and fluid. Depending on the nerve with which this Cipher pressures, this reinvention and
re-privatization, of consequences could prove to be illimitable.

10.13 Biosphere 2
Exemplary built precursors exist as rudimentary sketches of Ecological Cipher. Biosphere
2 is located at an elevation of 1,200 meters above sea level at 32.5 north latitude in
southern Arizona. It consists of medium scale synthetic communities of plants and soils
encased in a glass and metal shell. It includes a rainforest, desert, savanna, marsh,
ocean and a separate agro-forestry area. An artificially induced Gaia system contained
under a visually appalling design. The structure covers 1.27 hectares (3.15 acres) and
can be operated in a variety of configurations including 'flow-through' and 'closed system'
modes. When operated as a 'closed system' the air leakage is estimated at a rate of 1.5%
per day. Operation as a 'flow-through' system means that the apparatus has external air
flowing through it. The glass and structure components of the Biosphere 2 act as a filter
for incoming solar radiation. Virtually all UV radiation is absorbed, and photosyntheticallyactive radiation (PAR) is cut by about 55%. Heating, cooling, and electricity are supplied
from an energy center external to the structure. Water is conserved inside the wilderness
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mesocosm (desert, marsh, savanna, and rainforest). The major internal water cycling
components for the wilderness are condensation (mainly in cooling coils of air handlers),
artificial rain or irrigation (by sprinkler systems), evapotranspiration, and soil sub-drainage.
All the components of habitat evoking Ecological Cipher are mechanically present. The
project possibly considers to much and allows to little room for variability. When a Gaia
system snaps into place, self-regulation is the product. However, it must be robust with
multitudes of redundant backups. This implicates a necessary finer bonding of ecology
and technology.

10.14 Lexicon Application
Urban thinking developed a greater sensitivity to ecological issues in the late twentieth
century but an ability to deal with these issues remains rudimentary. One instance that
recognizes a concern for ecology but remains underwhelming in its application is the UN
Agenda 21 on Environment and Development.
The Special Session of the General Assembly addressed twenty areas that need urgent
ecological attention. These include eradicating poverty; changing patterns of consumption
and production, especially in transportation and energy use; environment and sustainable
development mutuallysupportive; and encouraging sustainable agricultural practices. "The
flourishing of human and non-human life on Earth has intrinsicvalue. The value of non-human
life forms is independent of the usefulness these may have for narrow human purposes".
The Conference has not markedly affected economic, social and environmental trends
that have been evident for the past twenty-five years or more . Per capita incomes in
many developing countries are rising with industrialization; consumption of energy, goods
and services is growing; and levels of education and health are improving. However,
despite record rates of economic growth, wealth disparities have increased between the
rich, developed countries and the developing world. This directly effects the planners
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and designers abilities to institute environmental change at the global scale. Sustainable
development is about connections -- between sectors, communities, and generations --

as too often efforts to solve problems in one sector create unforeseen problems in other
areas. And it is about ensuring that all stakeholders have a voice in decision-making,
since what one community or group does often has profound impacts on others. This
has become a terrifying prospect, because what has happened is that designers are now
designing for the constituent forces and not for people. Cipher does not discriminate.

10.15 Living Machines
People talk about solar heating a building, even about solar heating a city. But it isn't
the city that is asking to be heated it is the people. Consider biologist Dr. John Todd's
supposition: "We need to work with living machines, not machines for living in". More
focus should be on people's needs, -clean water, safe materials, and durability. "We had
degrees and boatloads of academic credentials amongst us". "And we stared at this
land and we realized that we'd been tricked". "That our knowledge was abstract". "That
none of us could make a piece of the world work." Our present systems of design have
created a world that grows far beyond the capacity of the environment to sustain life into
the future. The industrial idiom of design, failing to honor the principles of nature, can
only violate them, producing waste and harm, regardless of purported intention. Living
Machines are premium sources to register and test Ecological Cipher in order to redeem
wasteful policies.
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10.16 Arcology vs. New Urbanism
Urbanists have a tradition of trying to make better places to live. Paolo Soleris' Arcology
Theory and The Charter for New Urbanism are two somewhat different ideologies on
designing better places to dwell. Both proposals are somewhat lacking in achieving their
intended goals but remain valid today.
Arcology is Paolo Soleri's cipherd notion of cities, which embody the fusion of architecture
with ecology. The Arcology concept proposes a highly integrated and compact threedimensional urban form that is the opposite of urban sprawl with its inherently wasteful
consumption of land, energy, time and human resources. An Arcology would need about
two percent as much land as a typical city of similar population (complexification and
miniaturization). It eliminates the automobile from inside the city and reserves it for use
outside the city. Walking would be the main form of transportation inside an arcology.
Today's typical city devotes up to sixty percent of its land for automobile functions. The
miniaturization of the city enables radical conservation of land, energy and resources.
An Arcology would rely as much as possible on the sun, the wind and other renewable
energy so as to reduce pollution and dependence on fossil fuels. An Arcology needs less
energy per capita thus making recycling and the use of solar energy more feasible than
in present cities.
Unfortunately, the current result of these ideals is essentially a sluggishly developing,
seemingly insignificant urban laboratory known as Arcosanti. The ongoing construction
vaguely institutes a community of romantic optimists marginally addressing problems
for the real world. It is a highly autonomous project that financial supports itself by
selling wind-bells. Since it is not integrated into a greater urban context its success is
measured on the extent of its current state, incomplete with an unstable population.
However, the ideals of an Arcology remain valid, as possible attainable objectives for
an ecologically cipherd city design. This means many systems working together, with
efficient circulation of people and resources, multi-use buildings, and solar orientation
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for lighting, heating and cooling. In this complex, creative environments, apartments,
businesses, production, technology, open space, educational and cultural events are all
accessible, while privacy is paramount in the overall design.
New Urbanism is a town planning movement away from the spread-out, car-centered
suburbs that have come to dominate the American landscape over the past 50 years.
New Urbanists promote a return to the traditional town planning that defines places like
downtown Charleston, South Carolina; old town Alexandria, Va., historic San Francisco
and Georgetown in Washington DC. These traditional neighborhoods feature walkable
Main Street shopping districts, downtown parks, and grid streets. The following cipherd
principles of New Urbanism are insightful and almost impossible to disagree with;
Walkability: Basic goods and services are available within a five-minute walk. Sidewalks,
narrow streets, and proximity of commercial and residential areas facilitate walking. Deemphasize the car: Garages are hidden in alleys, out of sight. Parallel street parking
replaces the parking lot. Mix: Traditional suburbs put homes in one area, schools in
another and shopping in yet a third. New Urbanists mix building types, sizes and prices.
A modest townhouse or duplex cozies up to large single family home, which may have
a ground level store. Community: New Urbanist design encourages human interaction
by keeping houses close to each other and close to the street. Residents gather on front
porches, in nearby parks and on open plazas. Neighbors share driveways, walkways and
alleys. Critics argue residents care more about privacy and security than community, and
that most people want detached homes with yards and multi-car garages at arm's length
from the folks next door. The idea of sharing a block with neighbors who make far lower
incomes also frightens some people.
Others say New Urbanism simply won't sell. They point to New Urbanist settlements like
Celebration and Seaside Florida, (shooting site for the film The Truman Show) and say
these towns feel artificial intheir own way, and are still largely isolated from the surrounding
area. Critics, like Alex Krieger, also charge that New Urbanism has largely failed to live
up to its own goals for diversity, and attracts mostly white, affluent residents. "You are also
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perpetuating a rather middle-class notion of the good life, just at the moment when genuine
alternatives may be promotable. This is what leaves you open to the criticism that the
appeal of your towns is a yuppie flight phenomenon. For some it has always been easier
to retreat than to repair." New Urbanists admit that their neo-traditional style won't appeal
to everyone, but say they simply offer an alternative to the conventional suburban style.
Alex Krieger also claims New Urbanism is; "densities too low to support much mixed
use, much less to support public transportation; relatively homogenous demographic
enclaves, not rainbow coalitions; a new, attractive, and desirable form of planned unit
development, not yet substantial infill, or even better, connections between new and
existing development; marketing strategies better suited to real estate entrepreneurs than
public officials, etc."
Architect Peter Calthorpe, a co-founder of the Congress for New Urbanism, has
responded to the movement's critics. He states, "Clearly, replacing cul-de-sacs and malls
with traditional urban design, although desirable, is not sufficient, both practically and
ideologically. If it were, beautiful main streets would not be dying across the country and
traditional urban neighborhoods and many first-ring suburbs would not be in decline".
Andres Duany also responded to Alex Krieger's criticisms of new urbanism. "However,
Krieger is correct that many NU projects have a lower density. The reason is not the
abdication of principle, but the application of the more complex criteria for housing that
serves a variety of human needs and desires".
Both Paolo Soleris'Arcology Theory and The Charter for New Urbanism are two moderately
contrary ideologies on designing ciphered communities. They share many of the same
humanistgoals inciphered urban design; such hasthe reductivetreatmentofthecar, and more
compactness instead of sprawl. But they fail to successfully implement what they preach.
This does not mean that their respective ideas are not valid as nascent Ecological Ciphers.
Theyarevaluable lessons, if not representations of important lines ofdesire inurban dwelling.
Among their notable achievements is simply the fashioning of documents (Ciphers) that
contain what many have validated, and making those beliefs evident to their movements.
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10.17 Patterns

In an effort to build a philosophy of the human use of space, Christopher Alexander
managed to set down many of the big ideas of the 1960's in a venturesome trilogy of
books --proclaiming their careful observation of human settlements, "The Timeless way of
building, A Pattern Language, and The Oregon Experiment" are accessible to everyone.
The core idea is the elaboration of a series of patterns, like ciphers, inherent inthe way we
build any habitation --from a garden bench, to a sleeping room, to a house, to a university,
town, or region. The patterns; written, concrete and specific, can be interlocked and
extended --like a language-- in unlimited ways (Alexander found a lot of his patterns in
pre-industrial villages of Scotland and Wales). These patterns are not blueprints for
construction. They are more about behaviorthan about decoration, more about relationships
than about dimensions. Thus, the pattern, "Sunny Window", when joined to another pattern,
"Thickened Walls" leads to just the right arrangements for awindow seat-- a fitting place to
sew, or read, or daydream. "When we build aright, we inevitably follow these patterns, and
enjoy the fullness of our humanity as we inhabit them". Alexander believes that the best
buildings are vernacular structures; the ordinary furnishings, gardens, rooms and houses
that evolved slowly as ordinary people built what they needed and repeated what worked.
What one might call "right building", as opposed to architecture, is not about style or the
individuality of the professional designer, but the discovery of transcendent and inherently
beautiful supports for the human functions of work, play, intimacy, and family living.

10.18 Noble Salvage
Vernacular structures are fine for now. A Cipher for their continual production would
be mutually devolving. Progression does not need to truncate culture with technology.
Ultimately, vernacular structures will be replaced by equivocated performance systems
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with genuinely fitted biotic transactions. Ina true process of ecological creation, allowing
for incident to strengthen form is key. The seed grows following its program, until context
forces it to blend obligingly.

10.19 Reckoning
The synergetic comprehensive primordial Cipher that illuminates every possibility of
every micro/macro cosmic event awaits fruition. It will be the test for harmony. Ecological
Cipher will adopt a pattern language for the universe, but shares absolutely no affinity
for the vernacular image. Imagine a biology of fiction: plant a seed and out grows a city.
Its image is dictated by a fitness to the surroundings and climate. All ensuing patterns
are elaborated in order to accommodate the presence of the body. Circulation, light, air,
and volume are all conditional sets of preprogrammed axioms. Pre-existing historical
edifices are gently assimilated into the mix. These are architectural fantasies embedded
in the sketches of science in the interest of testing. Ecological Cipher is one of many
bromides to practice in the every day operation of a human habitation. It asserts basic
rights and needs, not moralities. Non-Utopian, un-grandiose, it is simply a visible theory
of the good.

"Cities are not machines and neither are they organisms, and perhaps resemble them even
less --Ratherthencommunitiesofnon-thinking organisms undergoing inevitable phases until
they reach a certain iron limit --cities are the product of beings capable of learning. Culture
can stabilize or alter the habitat system, and it isnot clearwhetherwe wish it to be otherwise."
-Kevin Lynch, "ATheory of Good City Form"
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10.20 City Natural
Now, the gravity of industrial accidents renders the appearance of an eschatological
society possible, a society of the end. Paul Virilio believes this raises primary philosophical
questions; Nazism was an eschatological party, which brought about absolute war. Virilio's
raison d'etre is; "to invent the ship is to invent the shipwreck; to invent the airplane is to
invent the crash". Any valuation of scientific progress implies reciprocal accident progress.
Designers converse about inventing airplanes with a thousand seats, which then imply
a possible thousand deaths. Aristotle said, "The accident reveals the substance," which
is to say that one cannot separate the innovation of an object, technique, or place from
its devalued negative side. Therefore in the bona fide values of a flourishing city, what
then constitutes the magnitudes of its failure? Moreover, is the idea of a flourishing
technological city profoundly seated in the meaning of nature and end? Perhaps, it is
in the language associated with nature and its manifold definitions that implicate our
ruination.
Raymond Williams outlines fundamentally three iterations in which we refer to 'nature'.
First, we use the word 'nature' to suppose the essential quality or character of something.
Second, the word 'nature' can be defined as the underlying force directing the world.
And third, it can supplant the material world itself, often divorced from human civilization.
Engaging the history of ideas about nature is vital to conceptualizing the relationship
between humans and the environment. The peculiar ways in which people make use of
the material world express important aspects of their relationship to it. For instance, the
Europeans who first settled in New England learned a great deal about local ecology
from the Native Americans they encountered. But under pressure to develop a more
capitalist system of agriculture and food production the immigrants soon realized that their
relationship to the land was incompatible with those of the Indian tribes, who were forcibly
transferred if they did not co-operate. Philosophers like Locke provided the economic
rationale for this dispossession and European history took its course.
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Another illustration might be the dilemma made more acute by the current awareness of
global environmental degradation and the rapid advances in genetic engineering: is 'man'
part of nature, or has 'he' placed himself outside (or even above) it?
The very word 'Nature', as Williams has perceived, has one of the most elaborate histories
inthe English language. Whether we use itto denote the biologically instinctive (i.e. human
nature), the essential character (nature) of a thing, an original state of being (the state
of nature), or the external, non-human world in its entirety (the natural world), its various
and inter-related definitions are socially saturated. And yet, so much environmentalist
thinking operates from a realist perspective, presuming that nature is simply given and
thus that our ideas of it,whether as natural resource or wilderness refuge, must be natural
as well. They are not. As both concept and product, nature embodies an extraordinary
amount of human history and geography. Cultural conceptions of nature play an important
role in identifying what counts as a natural resource. In turn, these cultural concepts
lead to different cultural practices that play a considerable role in shaping and materially
constructing the nature of the environment.
Williams raises the question at the foundations of the human sciences: what is basic,
how amenable to change is nature and how can we bring about more humane human
relations? As I see it, all these matters come together in the problematic Marxist notion
of 'second nature'. First nature is the biologically given - a domain whose boundaries
have themselves never been clearly drawn and are now quite open as a result of the
phenomena of pharmacology, biofeedback (in traditional and modern forms) and genetic
engineering (an area in which the future is open in both positive and alarming senses).
Second nature is history experienced as if it were un-modifiable - as though it were not
amenable to change through practice and enlightenment. Belief in the ability to learn
through practical experience is the absolute indispensable dictum of an enlightened
human science, however onerous and slows the process of change.
Neurosis is a perfect example of second nature. "I am at two with nature." -Woody Allen
(1935- ). On a larger scale so is racism. On a still larger scale so are capitalism and
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eastern European socialism. Beyond these in a degree of generality lie hierarchy and
patriarchy. An important desideratum for a human science is the study of the relative
refractoriness to change of various aspects and levels of human nature.
Another influential thought on describing the term 'nature' is McKibben's deeper,
philosophical point. McKibben writes confidently of the meaning of ecological changes
- about the wretchedness of a world where there is no escaping man. Although for
centuries civilization has pillaged and polluted the earth, in the past those attacks were
relatively localized; now, with the global changes caused by greenhouse gases and ozone
depletion, man and cities have altered the most elemental processes of life everywhere,
and the outdoors, Nature itself, has been turned into the equivalent of a vast heated room.
By turning Nature into "an artifact" or by-product of economic development, people have
lost something of profound importance - Nature as a quasi-religious source of ultimate
meaning and value. It is this loss that McKibben refers to in his title: the end of Nature as
something independent of, larger than, and uncontrolled by man.
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10.21 Rhetoric of Good City Bromides
What can be said about; Ecology, Eschatology, and American Values?
"There is some of the same fitness in a man's building his own house that there is in a
bird's building its own nest. Who knows but if men constructed their dwellings with their
own hands, and provided food for themselves and families simply and honestly enough,
the poetic faculty would be universally developed, as birds universally sing when they are
so engaged?" -Henry David Thoreau (1817-1862)
Various gentle bromides connote the language associated with sustainability. What
do these recurrent protean mottos such as: "save the planet", "design with nature" and
"form follows function" actualize in city design? Yet, they remain prevalent despite their
ambiguity. In Reyner Banham's historical judgment bromides like "form follows function"
are "empty jingles". He states; "We live in a throw-away economy, a culture in which the
most fundamental classification of our ideas and worldly possessions is in terms of their
relative expendability." Thus design is about production solving for demand economies.
Design platitudes or formulas cannot necessarily overcome a driven society. Banham
persists; "Our buildings may stand for a millennium, but their mechanical equipment must
be replaced infifty years, their furniture in twenty." Maxims like "form follows function" are
partly responsible, but not entirely ill conceived. The question is not if bromides can elicit
good design, but what are the resonate sources of these intentions? More significantly,
how do they fit within a theory of sustainability and American values?
Ungracefully, the American value system is somewhat distressed. It seems value has
devolved into feats of rampant affluenza and mega scales (franchise brands, supersizes, big box retail, XXL jumbo paraphernalia, etc.) encapsulating a joint race for ubiquity
and instantaneity in the American mindset. Centuries ago, the Founding Fathers boldly
proclaimed to the world a distinctly nationalistic value; a dignity rooted in the self-evident
truths that "all men are created equal and endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
rights that among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness." Egalitarian notions
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aside, these values have lost their semiotic pulse.
A delegation of cliches prescribing the end is already here, the ecological society, which
has formed around the possibility of the end, through pollution, through various floods, the
greenhouse effect, etc. Hence, alarming criteria makes up the roots of an environmentalist
debate. Now, the gravity of industrial accidents renders the appearance of an eschatological
society possible, a society of the end. Paul Virilio believes this raises primary philosophical
questions; Nazism was an eschatological party, which brought about absolute war. Virilio's
raison d'dtre is; "to invent the ship is to invent the shipwreck; to invent the airplane is to
invent the crash". Any valuation of scientific progress implies reciprocal accident progress.
Designers converse about inventing airplanes with a thousand seats, which then imply a
possible thousand deaths. Aristotle said, "The accident reveals the substance," which is
to say that one cannot separate the innovation of an object, technique, or place from its
devalued negative side. Therefore in the bona fide values of a flourishing city, what then
constitutes the magnitudes of its failure?
The American city allegedly is in an unremitting state of trauma. At present pursuant
fields of politics, urbanism, design, and environmental science also compulsively share
in this crisis via the Freudian death drive. Illustrated by the contemporaneous desire to
affix accountability, society has addressed the term "sustainability" to negotiate collective
ecological worries. Erstwhile, commonplace, hackneyed, trite, or vulgar definitions of
sustainability have saturated typified operations of city design. Such suppositions
permeate the undergriding process of thinking about eco-urbanity, yet none foreground
a cogent stratagem. Freud postures; there are still deeper reasons for humankind's
dissatisfaction with urbanized life. Inasmuch as setting down what he believes to be the
defining characteristics of this object: control over nature, the desire for cleanliness and
order, the higher intellectual pursuits (philosophy, religious systems, scientific thought, the
arts, ideals of self- and communal perfection), and, most significant of all, the management
of social and sexual relations. This preceding attribute is wholly necessary if humans are
to avoid what the Renaissance philosophers called "the state of nature" or, to use Thomas
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Hobbes' acerbic extension of the phrase, "the war of all against all." Freud plainly does
not believe that men and women can revisit a primitivist's paradise in which, according to
most pre-psychoanalytic theorists, peace and harmony reigned. How will sustainability
shift itself from this "return to nature" and "end of the world" rhetoric, to one of a less
moralistic position? When will some ecocentric platitudes recognize their casual veneers
and engage scientific skepticism?
Bjorn Lomborg, author of The Skeptical Environmentalist, unlike many other eco-baised
professionals, maintains the anti-eschatological option. Lomborg has succeeded in
presenting a case for an awfully unpopular view in the intellectual community it resides.
To summarize, his statistics reveal that the world is getting better and all environmental
science overestimated its apocalyptic claims. Undoubtedly, his work isat best questionable,
so what then is the actual underlying issue? Most scientists should discontinue the "end
could be here notions" and embrace less postured ethicality to justify facts. What then
are the ecological value systems that measure American City design? Unfortunately,
the various elucidations of urban sustainability are in a recombinant mix of maintenance
routines yearning for predisposed notions of nature as the great catharsis.
Jeremy Rifkin infers the modern age has been characterized by a Promethean spirit, a
restless energy that preys on speed records and shortcuts, unmindful of the past, uncaring
of the future, existing only for the moment and the quick fix. The earthly rhythms that
characterize a more pastoral way of life have been shunted aside to make room for the
fast track of an urbanized existence. Lost in a sea of perpetual technological transition,
modern man and woman find themselves increasingly alienated from the ecological
choreography of the planet.
Ecocentric manifestos, sloganeered endorsements, and weakly supported legislation
notwithstanding, the overall argument for dwelling in tune with nature is robust. The
problems rest wholly in the gauges of such idealistic conditions and the obligations
stemming from a few reliable modern paradigms. These desirable conditions are
rattled off in architectural intentions monotonously. Vacuous and politically approved
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catchphrases profoundly affect the design discourse. Admittedly, some of these
following bromides of sustainability are insightful and almost impossible to disagree with:
"...development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their needs." -coined in 1987 by the World Commission on
Environment and Development, subsequently published in "Our Common Future".
Sustainable urban development requires more than specialist management and local
politics; increasingly, it demands national, regional and global interventions. Most
policies conducive to social sustainability should, among other things, seek to promote
fiscal equalization, to weave communities within the metropolis into a cohesive whole,
and to provide transport systems that ensure equal access to public services and
workplaces, all within the framework of an open and democratic local governing structure.
"Bioclimatic towers" and "Urban clustering" are other mega themes when designing
sustainably. In this perspective: Skyscrapers are not only "an inevitable building form,"
they're also "more environmentally sustainable" than smaller buildings (Tall Buildings
Sustainability & the City, Pank, Girardet, Cox, et. al.). Examining the options for tall
buildings in cities in the context of sustainable development is paramount. This requisite
position is against a background of pressure for change arising out of emerging policies
of relevance to the city. The effect of bioclimatic towers on their local environment and on
their occupants has been considered by multiple green architects, Ken Yeang especially.
Furthering analysis of new developments in the design, construction and operation of tall
buildings can be followed by a discussion of "best practice" examples of new design ideas
from around the world.
Ken Yeang insists the primary design concern for many tall buildings or "green
skyscrapers" are their operational efficiency rather than their environmental impact. A
salient balance needs to be struck between these two factors. Inefficient energy use is
a particular concern. Speculative office developers have less interest in their buildings'
environmental performance than do the companies that lease their offices. Whilst energy
use is currently a relatively minor financial cost, it is associated with major environmental
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costs, particularly climate change.
Lifecycle assessment of buildings and construction materials is now gaining credence.
Some ten to twenty per cent of the energy used in buildings over their lifetime is in
the form of embodied energy incorporated in materials and in the process of building
itself. Lifecycle analysis shows that much can be done to reduce the embodied energy
of buildings, particularly in tall buildings with repetitive floor plans and large areas of
fagade. Even as there are advantages and disadvantages of building tall, the potential for
improving the sustainable development of new high-rise buildings in the city is immense.
Ken Yeang stipulates the effective use of passive solar heat and thermal mass of the
building, high insulation levels, natural daylighting and wind power can all help to minimize
fossil energy use in Tall buildings. Narrow rather than deep floor plates maximize daylight
in tall buildings. Regulations on sustainable development will assure that such design
features become mainstreamed. In addition to PV, the future development of hydrogen
fuel cell technology could make a major contribution to efficient low emission energy
systems.
Tall buildings are an inevitable building form and part of the contemporary urban landscape.
New design ideas are becoming common currency among progressive architects and
developers. "Bioclimatic skyscrapers" and well-designed tall buildings can be energy
efficient and closely relate to their site. Some of these ideas may soon appear in cities as
a more holistic approach is taken in balancing environmental and social factors with the
economics of building development.
Other methods such as mapping of the city's ecological footprint (sources and sinks)
on the surrounding eco-social environment, both locally and globally also facilitate
sustainability. These include: calculation of the city's appropriated carrying capacity from
national and global totals. Inclusive parameters for the greenhouse effect; ozone depletion;
deforestation; water use; topsoil erosion; desertification; loss of biodiversity; air and water
pollution; toxic and radioactive waste dumping; depletion of non-renewable resources
including fossil fuels, minerals, and metals; loss of habitat, and species extinction; and
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social effects including rural-urban migration and economic and military pressures on rural
populations including indigenous peoples. Simulation of the city's metabolism (resource
cycles: materials, energy, and information), and computation of its ecological deficit.
Comparatively little of the dialogue has focused on urban denizens themselves, and how
they might live beyond sustainability within the city, or, equally notably, how they might
develop a greater comprehension of the ecological crisis and the natural cycles that sustain
life, including their own. As the ecocentric educationalist David Orr has stated, "The vast
majority of thought about a sustainable society... has to do with hardware. I think it is time
to ask about the software of sustainability as well, and thus about the qualities that people
will need to build and maintain a durable civilization."
Multiple designers and planners have become concerned in recent years with "revealing"
(via 'truth windows' into nature) ecological processes in their designs so that the users
of the environment may experience, comprehend, and appreciate those processes
aesthetically. In practice, "revelation" of ecological process has meant everything from
capturing storm water on the surface of the land before it drains away to the storm sewers
(and creates flooding problems) to planting a row of trees in a plaza where a creek once
ran (and may still, but in a concrete culvert underneath the ground). In addition, the
ecological processes that are revealed may themselves be truly "natural," in the sense
that they could continue to exist without the management of society, or they may be
deeply artificial, engineered systems that need relentless supervision if they are to persist
in an urbanized context. Ultimately, the intention is make ecology visual and thereby
exposing an alleged spectacle of beauty.
Traditionally, theories of beauty were based on an understanding of art as the ordered
imitation of nature. Forms in sculpture were beautiful to the extent that they replicated
the proportions of a beautiful body; forms in architecture did the same in abstract terms.
Machines imitated nothing, and had no part in the hierarchy of beautiful things. Herbert
Read's influential book, Art and Industry, epitomized a distinct bromide; "The machine
has rejected ornament." That typifies the situation prior to the Industrial Revolution.
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The first to offer a way of looking at a machine inaesthetic terms of "form follows function"
was the American sculptor from New England and transcendentalist philosopher, Horatio
Greenough (1805-1852). He presented this view inthe early 1840's. As an artist, Greenough
was an apathetic classicist, the sculptor of the most popular statue in nineteenth-century
America, the over-sweet and sentimental Greek Slave. As an aesthetic truth-seeker,
however, he was without equal. While he was producing the Greek Slave he wrote an
incendiary essay in which he asked a question; "can the clipper ship be beautiful?"
Greenough suggested that it was, and not because it imitated anything in nature. Instead,
a clipper ship was beautiful because its form was admirably suited to its function: its sleek
continuous lines were the product of certain physical laws and the need of the ship to
move through water with the minimum of resistance. Just as the laws of wind and water
resistance determined the form of birds and fish, so they determined the form of the
clipper ship.
Such an insight was typical of Transcendentalism, which found divinity in both the natural
and the man-made world. It instantly made any machine an object of aesthetic interest.
Reverend William Henry Furness, the Unitarian minister and friend of Ralph Waldo
Emerson, even saw a "terrible beauty" in the form of the Gatling gun, as it lines were
exquisitely adapted to the function of mass destruction. Furness's ideas were embraced
by his son Frank, a celebrated Philadelphia architect, who in turn passed them on to his
pupil Louis Sullivan, the skyscraper kingpin. It was Furness who touted the bromide; "a
building must proclaim its use". But it was Sullivan who conclusively provided the most
succinct statement of Greenough's doctrine: "form follows function."
Whether it be the sweeping eagle in his flight or the open apple-blossom, the toiling
work-horse, the blithe swan, the branching oak, the winding stream at its base, the
drifting clouds, over all the coursing sun, form ever follows function, and this is the law.
(...) It is the pervading law of all things organic and inorganic, of all things physical and
metaphysical, of all things human and all things superhuman, of all true manifestations
of the head, of the heart, of the soul, that life is recognizable in its expression, that form
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ever follows function. This is the law. -- Shall we, then, daily violate this law in our art?
Are we so decadent, so imbecile, so utterly weak of eyesight, that we cannot perceive
this truth so simple, so very simple? (...) Is it really then, a very marvelous thing, or is
it rather so commonplace, so everyday, so near a thing to us, that we cannot perceive
that the shape, form, outward expression, design or whatever we may choose, of the tall
office building should in the very nature of things follow the functions of the building (...)?
-Sullivan, Louis H. The tall office building artistically considered, Lippincott's Magazine,
March, 1896.
Jan Michl further traced the origins of the bromide "Form Follows Function". It seems that
the inclination came to be applied to architecture approximately around 1750 in Venice in
Italy, in the architectural canons of the Italian Jesuit monk Carlo Lodoli. He was acutely
concerned with the theory of architecture and came later to be called the "Socrates of
architecture", not only because he repeatedly questioned the accepted architectural
truths of the day, but also because he himself did not leave any architectural treatise.
His thoughts and philosophies survived in two tomes, one written by Francesco Algarotti,
one of his critics, and the other by his devotee Andrea Memmo. According to these
writers Lodoli was critical of what he considered as the overindulgences of ornament and
decoration both in contemporary, and in much of the older architecture (this was the dawn
of the neo-classicist reaction to rococo). As one of these writers put it; "the cornerstone of
Lodoli's teaching was the maxim that nothing should be put on show (in rapresentazione)
that was not in function (in funzione), that is, a working part of the structure."
The Lodolian theories of architecture were included later in the 18th century in a book
about famous architects written by Francesco Milizia. It was presumably through this
popular book that Horatio Greenough, than living in Florence, came to learn sometime in
the 1830's or 1840's about Lodoli and his notion of function. The architectural thinking
of Greenough and Sullivan had an explicit metaphysical frame of reference. Both
authors were influenced by their countryman Ralph Waldo Emerson, the aforementioned
representative of American transcendentalism. Poetic and indeterminate this tendency
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of reflection had its roots in the German Romantic philosophy of Schelling and Hegel,
mediated through the work of Samuel Taylor Coleridge. Greenough and Emerson met
in the 1830s in Florence and continued their contacts in later years. Emerson claimed
to be interested in what he called "metaphysics of architecture" by which he meant an
architecture that was a result of necessity, in contrast with architecture based on arbitrary
and capricious choices. He stated; "The ornament of a house is the friends who frequent
it." Inhis essay on "Nature" he wrote: "Nature who made the mason, made the house" - a
prescription foretelling a vision of "natural" architecture endowed with 'natural' forms.
Laurence Buell inThe Environmental Imagination considers "natural" dwellings; He points
to Thoreau on the subject of muskrat houses, "singularly conspicuous for the dwellings of
animals." Their regular appearance in autumn he always looked forward to and seldom
failed to note, often at length. Thoreau had an engineer's interest in the details of muskrat
construction, but more noteworthy is his stylization of the inert data so as to enliven it with
place-sense. Muskrat nests are not things but habitats, dwellings remotely like one's own
that provide a basis for erasing the line between village and outback and seeing both as
variant forms of settlement in place.
Thoreau in Walden also hinted at form following function and architecture without
decoration; "True, there are architects so called in this country, and I have heard
of one at least possessed with the idea of making architectural ornaments have
a core of truth, a necessity, and hence a beauty, as if it were a revelation to him."
",..the indweller, might build truly within and without, and let the ornaments take care
of themselves. What reasonable man ever supposed that ornaments were something
outward and inthe skin merely, -- that the tortoise got his spotted shell, or the shell-fish its
mother-o'-pearl tints..." (Thoreau).
In "The Aesthetics of Relinquishment," it is about "epics of voluntary simplicity." Buell
associates Thoreau's retreat to his small cabin with traditional pastoral celebrations
of leisure and solitude, early Puritan notions of austerity and holiness, and Benjamin
Franklin's ideals of economy and practicality. The same "master plot" shapes the writings
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of Aldo Leopold, John Muir, Annie Dillard, Scott and Helen Nearing and Bradford Angier.
In this plot, material possessions and comforts are exchanged for inner awakening and
a restored connection to nature. A variant of the plot is relinquishment of the individual
ego. This is achieved by Wendell Berry through immersion in the village life of rural
communities.
Buell expounds with cultural geographer Yi Fu Tuan's observation that place-sense holds
"psyche and society together by supplying a deeply satisfying sense of home base or
home range..." and Wendell Berry's assertion that "Without a complex knowledge of one's
place, and without the faithfulness to one's place on which such knowledge depends, it is
inevitable that the place will be used carelessly, and eventually destroyed."
Yi Fu Tuan's environmental writing conveys knowledge and love of place with descriptions,
maps and itineraries enabling people to appreciate their location as do aborigines or
animals. Such literature also enlivens the experience of everyday places with new facts
and rhetorical devices that can "recalibrate familiar landscapes...to keep alive a sense
of the undiscovered country of the nearby". These writers direct both official and intuitive
knowledge toward "topophilia," the love of place.
"Environmental Apocalypticism" somberly concludes Buell's tour with literary visions of
environmental catastrophe. The whole order of Nature has been represented by various
"master metaphors": a machine, an economy, a chain of being, a balance, a mind, an
organism, a web. Buell shows how the web image is used by two authors to prophesy
that unintended consequences of human interventions with nature can lead to worldwide
disaster. Rachel Carson in The Silent Spring and Leslie Marmon Silko in Ceremony tell
stories in which the introduction of DDT into the food chain and the release of atomic
energy in bombs and uranium mines tear and eventually collapse the whole web of life.
Apocalypse is another religious metaphor, one effective in lending urgency to calls for
individual and social change. Indeed, as Buell points out, Carson's doomsday book played
a significant part in outlawing the use of DDT and in passage of the Endangered Species
Act.
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Mike Davis author of The Ecology of Fear advances "Environmental Apocalypticism"
via genre of "urban eschatology". He demonstrates a strong penchant for racist fear
mongering as the subtext of catastrophe in American cites. Natives of Los Angeles
must agree that the city's environment has been steadily degraded by unbridled, shabby
development. Ecology of fear follows City of quartz, withering criticism and urgent
concern for the reckless over urbanization and social polarization of southern California.
The argument is audacious. Los Angeles is a disaster a disaster of uncoordinated
urban sprawl, deficient public services, inadequate open space, rapacious development,
naturally recurring calamities (earthquakes, floods, fires, tornadoes and plagues) and,
worst of all, a perverse mentality that simultaneously denies ecological reality while
indulging apocalyptic fantasies in which the city and its racial minorities are destroyed.
Davis further critiques the Chicago school of Human Ecology. It introduced the
famous concentric-ring diagram of Chicago--the business area in the center, the slum
area (called the zone in transition) around the central area, the zone of workingmen's
homes farther out, the residential area beyond this zone, and then the bungalow section
and the commuter's zone on the periphery. This formulation by Ernest Burgess constitutes
the primary ecological idea on which the Chicago studies were based. He also introduced
the concept of succession, used to describe the fact that these concentric rings, built up
one after another as a city grows, are also invaded successively from the inside. Hence
it was hypothesized that when an area which has been occupied by wealthy families
begins to run down, the homes will be taken over as rooming houses while the wealthy
former residents move to a more suburban locale. Davis debunks their concentric ring
model of urban ecological zones, substituting a core homeless zone and outer 'gulag'
ring of prisons for their original downtown and commuter zone counterparts in amusing
diagrams of a similar fashion.
Additional narratives of ecological fear are depicted inThe End of Nature by Bill McKibben.
He marshals the latest scientific evidence about the greenhouse effect, the depletion of
the ozone layer and a harrowing array of other ecological ills, and clearly explains the
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frightening implications of the destruction cities have wrought on our planet. Ecological
hysteria or reasonable scientific forecast? Within either approach, The End of Nature
has a deeper, philosophical point to make. McKibben writes confidently of the meaning
of these changes - about the wretchedness of a world where there is no escaping man.
Although for centuries civilization has pillaged and polluted the earth, in the past those
attacks were relatively localized; now, with the global changes caused by greenhouse
gases and ozone depletion, man and cities have altered the most elemental processes
of life everywhere, and the outdoors, Nature itself, has been turned into the equivalent
of a vast heated room. By turning Nature into "an artifact" or by-product of economic
development, people have lost something of profound importance - Nature as a quasireligious source of ultimate meaning and value. It is this loss that McKibben refers to in
his title: the end of Nature as something independent of, larger than, and uncontrolled by
humans.
At present, successful examples of sustainability templates have been achieved. The
American architects McDonough Braungart Design Chemistry, MBDC, are one such group
to follow. Chuck full of slogans, William McDonough successfully epitomizes the use of
design bromides. They resonate with clarity and chutzpa inthe face of cooperate business.
He astutely criticizes sustainable bromides and accommodates by inventing new substitute
phrases. Some his well known maxims are; "cradle-to-cradle", "eco-effectiveness" (not
eco-efficiency), and "waste equals food". Deployed throughout in multiple architectural
and urban projects, McDonough raises awareness of the sustainability issue magnificently.
Also the eco-hero Mario J. Molina (1943- ) is a salient problem solver. His research in
the chemical composition of the Earth's atmosphere earned him the 1995 Nobel Prize
in Chemistry. He is leading an integrated program on urban, regional and global air
pollution, working with colleagues from many other disciplines on the problem of rapidly
growing cities with severe air pollution problems. Molina declares that "science" won't
solve the ecological dilemmas. Instead individuals must solve them, by changing habits
and opening the eyes of policy-makers. His pollution control work transformed blighted
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Mexico City. It is perhaps by the examples Molina and McDonough design can validate
its' maxims and add additional weight to their language.
In summation design bromides profoundly altered the nature of urban life, especially as
technology advances induced a new mobility within and between cities, and time and
distance assumed new meaning. The environmental movements and the development
of the residential suburb inAmerica in the second half of the nineteenth century express
nostalgia for the agrarian past that was concomitant with industrialism and the growth of
cities in the modern era. During this period and continuing to the present day, the market
forces of a globalizing culture have promoted the eclectic character of city design in the
States. Inthe absence of a general cultural consensus since at least the beginning of the
nineteenth century, design has been increasingly viewed as a commodity, a mere matter
of consumer taste, as expressed in the casual intermingling of various catchphrases.
Twentieth-century modernism attempted a radical reinvention of architectural design
somewhat hesitantly at first, joining forces in forging a highly rational, functionalist,
purportedly style-free vocabulary. But inthe end, as Postmodernists disavowed its maxim
"form follows function" aesthetic, Modernism, too, became a style, a design option rather
than a mandate. Theories of sustainability fit within American values by aligning their
concepts with the pulses of the time. Consequently bromides operating by themselves
are bounded by the period of their invention. Instead of taking them at face value, ecodesigners will need to add to their profundity by investigating there relationship to present
day environmental sciences.
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Figure 1-11. Diagram of Thematic Integration: Focus on Vehicle Mobility, 2006.
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11. Vehicle Paradigm:
11.00 Soft City Cars
In 1926, two years before design started on the Villa Savoye, Le Corbusier and Pierre
Jeanneret published a manifesto/ declaration entitled "Five points towards a new architecture." This is a short manifesto that "in no way relates to aesthetic fantasies or a striving for fashionable effects, but concern architectural facts that imply an entirely new kind
of building.
The five points can be summarized as 1) Supports; 2) Roof gardens; 3) Free design of
the ground plan; 4) Horizontal windows; and 5) The free design of the fagade. Perhaps
not surprisingly, the Villa Savoye is a clear example of a building incorporating these five
points. (Frampton, 1999).
Similar to Le Corbusier, our Soft Car for the city was equally based on five key design
principles. Each principle section describes a rethinking of the very architecture of automobiles. These robust notions follow through in most of the ensuing vehicle designs
in some form or another. Over the many city car iterations, only a few strong principles
survived to re-surface again and again in different vehicle designs. These Darwinist like
solutions became our central "Five points towards a new automobile". Our five points are
just some of the salient themes offered in response to rethinking mobility in cities. They
are contained throughout the following design research projects.
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Figure 2-11a. Five Points Towards a New Automobile, Smart Cities Group, MIT, 2004.
Figure 2-11b. Five Points Towards a New Architecture, Le Corbusier, 1926.
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11.01 Robotic Wheels as Self-Contained Mobile Units
Motor-Wheel Electrically powered, independently controllable wheels with motor, suspension, brakes, and steering contained within each wheel assembly. Placing the suspension
within the wheel itself is a significant innovation, and promises some important advantages. Each wheel has only two inputs: electrical power and digital data. The central idea
is to add any number of wheels on a habitable volume to create a vehicle. The robotic
wheels can be easily switched out for maintenance or placement in new car bodies.

11.02 Exoskeleton for Strengthening and Safety
An exoskeleton that connects the wheels and additionally supports the passenger cabin,
storage units, and power source. It protects the softer more pliable inner cabin shell.
This element can be optimized for structural efficiency, and (similar to the frame of a sophisticated bicycle) can become a major design feature. When composed of lightweight
carbon fiber materials in drastically reduces the overall mass intransportation.
With an exoskeleton, the whole soft car object is liberated from its other components.
Instead of a fully encapsulated single body chassis, the outer frames can be customized
to meet different needs. This structure therefore becomes a switch-out element within
the total car project.

11.03 Drive-by-Wire with Fully Open Interior
Inplace of traditional steering column and dashboard arrangements. This allows radical
re-configuration of the cockpit, treatment of the passenger compartment as a module that
can readily be separated from the rest of the car, and creation of a multimedia driving
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Figure 3-11. Different Soft Car Typologies within the Urban Fabric, 2005.
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experience that intelligently integrates data streams from a wide variety of sources and
presents them to the driver and passengers in a customized context-sensitive way. This
allows for renewed interior design freedom.

11.04 Soft Cabin and No Crumple Zone
A lightweight, technologically superior passenger compartment suspended safely within
an exoskeleton, like an egg protected within an egg carton. This compartment need not
be fabricated from sheet metal and glass. It can exploit the possibilities of advanced materials and embedded electronics to provide high levels of visibility, safety, climate control,
lighting, sensing capability, and interior displays. And it provides an opportunity to break
away from the familiar automobile aesthetic of painted sheet metal.

11.05 Hold Safely for Total Passenger Protection
In the near future, no one should ever perish in a car accident again. Here, we surpass
the tradition of seat belts and air bags. Think of the passenger seat, from the onset, as a
gentle robotic element that knows how to hold you safely and comfortably under any dynamic conditions possibly encountered. The seat will activate itself as a suit of protection
when the need arises. Combined with the other safety elements, soft cabin, exoskeleton,
speed moderation, etc., this smart seat will be the ultimate defense against most deadly
accidents.
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Figure 1-12. Project Material Inspiration: Fat Car, Erwin Wurm, 2001.
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12. Vehicle Envelope:
12.00 Fat and Friendly Cars
Much of the soft car as a "meta thought" was previously inspired by the art pieces of
Erwin Wurm. Wurm's work is concerned with finding ways to extend the dialogue of the
pioneering performance and conceptual art of the 1960s into formal works of sculpture.
He has staged art pieces that walk the delicate line of performance art. While appearing
purely comical on the surface, there are complex messages beneath these temporary
sculptures that elevate them above the status of mere incident, form, and behavior. These
sculptures provide satirical commentary on life and art. The soft car projects were profoundly influenced by Wurm's subtle and humorous anti-aesthetic of contemporary sports
vehicles.

Figure 2-12. Project Material Inspiration: Untitled, Erwin Wurm, 2001.
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Figure 3-12. Exploring Techniques and Technologies to Achieve "Softness", NASA, et al.
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Figure 4-12. Techniques of "Softness". Top: Inflating Membranes to Control Elasticity,
Bottom: Crumple Pattern for Controlling Solid Flexible Strip Distribution, Berrios-Negron, 2005.
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Figure 5-12. Detailed Model Section of Air Quilt Geometries for Car Skin Application, 2005.
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Figure 6-12. Section of Smart Pneumatic Quilt System for the Soft Car, 2005.
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Figure 7-12a. Soy Bean Plastic Bodied Automobiles, Henry Ford, 1940.
Figure 7-12b. Organic Substances for Soft Cars Skin Applications.
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12.01 Growing Eatable Cars
The idea of an eatable soft car was extraordinarily attractive. However, this concept was
not entirely original, it had been attempted before with some success by Henry Ford. The
soft car design still believes in capturing the principle of a car you can eat. But, some
current technologies are not organic, and therefore not good to ingest.
Henry Ford unveiled his unique biological car. Seventy percent of the body of the creamcolored automobile consisted of a mat of long and short fibers from field straw, cotton linters, hemp, flax, ramie and slash pine. The other 30 percent consisted of a filler of soymeal
and a liquid bioresin.
The vegetable fiber mat also absorbed sound and reportedly kept the car interior warmer
in the winter and cooler inthe summer. Ford proudly demonstrated the strength of the car
body to the gathered reporters by swinging an ax at the trunk, only to have it bounce off
the surface.
The timing gears, horn buttons, gearshift knobs, door handles and accelerator pedals
were derived from soybeans. The tires were made from goldenrods bred by Ford's close
friend Thomas Edison. The gas tank contained a blend: about 85 percent gasoline and
about 15 percent corn-derived ethanol.
To Henry Ford, the vegetable car was the perfect vehicle for driving the American farmer
out of a twenty-year economic depression. But after World War II,the maturation of the
petrochemical industry and the export-driven revival of American agriculture seemed to
relegate the idea of a biological car to the dustbins of history (Carbohydrate Economy,
1998).
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Figure 8-12. Models of Quilted Self-Healing Soft Car Bodies, 2005.
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Figure 9-12. Models of Self-Healing Quilt and Pneumatic Tube Soft Car Bodies, 2005.
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Figure 1-13. The SOFT (Sustainable Omni Flow Transport) Car, 2004.
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13. Vehicle Context:
13.00 Ecological City Cars
As a substitute from only offering a single designed solution, we articulated an array of
critical exemplary car design paths. Eventually we shaped each of these multiple design
paths into distinct compositions. Therefore at every stage a new iconic representation
was produced that essentially portrayed that chapter of design. As of now the research
work is still on-going.
One ultimate path is to proffer a car that is predicated on ecological accountability. If the
invention of the automobile and its ensuing use has depleted the health of the planet, then
mitigating solutions are a colossal obligation. A single such example is a car that scrubs
the air of pollutions it previously caused. More efficient cars are less harmful alternatives
but still contribute to the problem. As a replacement, we propose repairing the damage
already done via onboard hydrogen reformation, etc. An ecologically salient transport
can fit into its urban context and value the need for all life to breathe.
Along with the Ecological path was the path towards being ultra safe. Traditional
automobiles provide safety through a combination of safety cage, crumple zones, seat
belts, and air bags - an unwieldy and unsatisfactory conglomeration of devices. Our cars
provide it in the same way that a baseball catcher safely catches, in a flexible leather
glove, a hard ball going at 90 m.p.h. - by employing intelligent motion to absorb impact,
and by intelligently gripping at just the right time and in just the right way to provide
restraint.
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Figure 2-13. Omnidirectional Mobility in Soft City Cars, 2004.
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Figure 3-13. Six Point Air Bladder Safety Seating Interior for Soft Cars, 2004.
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Figure 4-13. Interiors of Soft Car with Display Skin Dashboards, 2004.
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13.01 Less Weight and More Gentle
Our concept continually redefines the drivers relationship to the car and to the city. This
metropolitan car prototype isvitally based on the reduction of body weight. We used many
solutions based on expandable pneumatic muscles and lightweight foil enclosures.
The materials normally composing the outer body of the typical car are 44% of the entire
mass of the vehicle. Reducing the mass thus increases fuel efficiency and acutely lowers
the ecological footprint. One concept utilizing apneumatic air bladder envelope dramatically
achieves this weight reduction. This vehicle design replaces most upper chassis and body
components with pressurized struts, starch foam, ETFE foil (ethyltetrafluoroethylene), and
sparse recyclable metal mesh reinforcing. The intention is to homogenize soft material
usage, increase manufacturability, and design for disassembly. By making car bodies
softer and lighter an effective green design signal is unleashed. In the life cycle of a car
the ease of material transportation will benefit its every purpose from cradle to cradle; in
production, maintenance, and reuse.
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Figure 5-13. Smart Car (Early Scheme): E-Shading/ Tinting Devices Layered in Soft
ETFE (Ethylene Tetrafluoroethylene) Cabin, 2004.
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Figure 6-13. Smart Car (Plan View): E-Tinting Visors Tracking Light Glares, Net-Wheels with
Arms for Omnidirectional Flow. 2004.
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Figure 7-13. BUB Car, (Early Scheme): Images Introducing the Networking Omnidirectional
Wheel Combined with a Soft Plastic Passenger Shell, 2004.
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Figure 8-13. Design Stages of Typical Soft Car: 1) Biomimetic, 2) Structural, 3) Spatial, 2004.
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Figure 9-13. XO Dillo Car (Early Scheme): Digital Model of Soft Translucent Skin, 2004.
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Figure 10-13. XO Dillo Car,
(Early Scheme): Top and Bottom:
Longitudinal and Transversal
Elevations of Rapid Prototype
Model, 2004.
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Figure 1-14. Soft Bone Car: Composite Exoskeleton Structure Protects the Soft Air-Quilted
Passenger Compartment, 2005.
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14 Vehicle Flexibility:
14.00 Soft Bones to Stackable City Cars

Figure 2-14. Soft Bone Car: Flexible Full Body Suspension Protects from Multiple Points of
Impact and Provides Rider Comfort, 2005.
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Figure 3-14. Soft Bone Car: Exoskeleton with Hanging System for Storage and Parking, 2005.
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Figure 4-14. Soft Bone Car (Plan View): Networking Omni-wheels with Wishbone Exoskeleton
Structure and Suspended Soft Cabin on Pivot, 2005.
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Figure 5-14. Pneu Puff Car: Clear Biodegradable Plastic Envelope, Rigid Safety Cell, and
Net-Wheels with Brush Soft Protection, 2004.
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Figure 6-14. Pneu Puff Car: Boxing Glove Wheel Formation with Friction Puck Bottom, 2004.
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Figure 7-14. Lamb Car: Gently Parked Next to the Stata Center at MIT, 2004.
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Figure 8-14. Lamb Car: Hundreds of Low Pressure ETFE Pillows, 2004.
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Figure 9-14. Sneaker Car: Low Maintenance Patchwork Surface, 2005.
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Figure 10-14. Sneaker Car: Rigid Organic Rubber Bottom, 2005.
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Figure 11-14. Shoe Car: Three Net-Wheeled Micro City Car, 2006.
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Figure 12-14. Shoe Car: Sections of Stiffened Shoe Horn Seat Section, 2006.
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Figure 13-14. Stackable City Car: In Extended Drive Position, 2006.
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Figure 14-14. Three Stackable City Cars in Vertical Rest Position, 2006.
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Figure 15-14a. Top: Solar Surface Version of the City Car, 2006.
Figure 15-14b. Bottom: Stackable City Car: Rear Storage Hatch, 2006.
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Figure 16-14. Stackable City Car: Zero-Dashboard Navigation Display Interior, 2006.
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Figure 17-14. Slip City Car: Dynamically Controlled Tension Between Wheels and Shape
Memory Material Supports the Driver, 2005.
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Figure 18-14. Cube Car: Nine Parts, Three Wheels, Two Seats and Storage,
Left image: Franco Vairani et al. 2005.
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Figure 1-15. Human-Powered River Gyms for New York City, 2005.
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15. Vehicle Power:
15.00 Human-Powered River Gymnasiums
The motion starved environments we live in are the antithesis of our being. Perhaps the
most primal of all human function is locomotion. We need to move more!
Our concept encapsulates a new typology for the contemporary urban gym. It is intended to challenge our innate proprioceptive and multi-planer locomotive abilities while
synchronously altering the surroundings. The River Gym will fulfill one of the major contemporary fitness goals of "functional training". This training protocol will exploit the inherent disequilibrium of floatation devices. Often the average urbanite exercising at the gym
performs controlled repetitive single plane movements using industrial fitness equipment.
All of this energy is summarily dissipated and ultimately exhausted for the sake of a single
individual's wellbeing. Other potentials exist to harness this vast human expenditure of
caloric energy. Why not have the simple transfer of this workout vigor supply New York
with needed supplemental transport and amenities? How can we extend and capitalize
on this untapped group potential? Into what form will this new kind of gym evolve?

15.01 Health of Movement
By continuing to provide vital health amenities, the River Gym can leave the realm of the
glass box and become a useful multi-planar kinetic space. Envision your gym becoming
a machine of human propulsion that helps purify water, provide spectacular views, and
transport less-motivated citizens. Why should gym members be forced to stare restlessly
at a mirror, television, or static streetscape when their entire body is active? Imagine this
new fitness center as a series of many soft floating micro-islands revolving on a fifteen
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minute river loop with an exquisite ever-changing panoramic view. Each River Gym vessel varies in size and critical mass population. Therefore some vessels will need only a
few members to boost the craft on its predetermined computer navigated loop. Other
larger floating units would require a superior sustaining population of club members and
would only be used during peak hours.
These River Gyms would travel circuitously along the Hudson and East Rivers. Fitted
with onboard purification devices, they would help mitigate water pollution. Equally as
significant, they would ease the transportation burdens on various ferry lines and carry
volunteering commuters in tow. The benefit of extra passengers increases the vessels'
mass and amplifies the intensity of the exercise. Along the edges of each river body a
modest docking facility would serve members as a point of departure with lockers, a reception desk, health food kiosks, etc. The idea is that you can easily access your River
Gym vessel to travel to and from multiple points in the city.
The notion of transforming wasted human mechanical energy into a useful kinetic gymnasium is unique. The multiple benefits of increased transportation, water purification, caloric energy expenditure, and superior changing views is invigorating. Our proposal is intended to redefine the urban gym in a cost effective and environmentally friendly manner.
This is the kind of munificent vision for which the great city of New York is renowned.
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Figure 1-16. Diagram of Thematic Integration: Focus on Tall Buildings in Context, 2006.
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Figure 2-16. Bridged Tall Building Cluster, World Peace Dome for NY,
Michael Sorkin Studio, 2003.
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Figure 3-16. Tall Building Cluster, Lotus Towers for Ground Zero NY,
Michael Sorkin Studio, 2003.
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16 Insights:
16.00 Starting From Zero
Inthe beginning our first insights of skyscraper designs were inspirational yet slightly naive. At the Michael Sorkin Studio, we developed many tall building visions of downtown
New York, but with a marginal understating of circulation systems in buildings. Over the
course of this research, and later with Moshe Safdie, this understanding of tall building
circulation grew. It culminated in studies of connecting tall building circulation systems
together via robust bridge elements. This design research was further explored at the
office of Frank O. Gehry with work on the Brooklyn Atlantic Yards project.
In "Starting From Zero", we developed our own vision of the future lower Manhattan.
We transformed Ground Zero with features of a mid-rise, multi-use neighborhood that
is heavily quilted with green space. Central to it is a globe-like memorial, with no rebuilt
World Trade Center towers. New office space should be decentralized to New York's
outer boroughs, where most office workers actually live. Following this programmatic path
will help seed a more equitable New York. Mixing an inimitable brand of social criticism
with detailted design reflections, the Starting From Zero project offers a striving challenge
to the Ground Zero redevelopment plan recently chosen by New York's establishment
insiders (Sorkin, 2001).
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Figure 4-16. Tall Building Cluster, Lotus Towers for Ground Zero NY,
Michael Sorkin Studio, 2003.
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Figure 5-16. Tall Building Cluster, Lotus Towers for Ground Zero NY,
Michael Sorkin Studio, 2003.
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Figure 6-16. Multimodal Terminal Section, Lotus Towers, NY,
Michael Sorkin Studio, 2003.
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Figure 7-16. Tall Building Cluster, Lotus Towers for Ground Zero NY,
Michael Sorkin Studio, 2003.
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Figure 8-16. Lotus Towers in Downtown New York, Michael Sorkin Studio, 2003.
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Figure 9-16. Starting From Zero: Reconstructing Downtown New York,
Michael Sorkin Studio, 2002.
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17. Elements:
17.00 Tall Building Research
This is an intensive project based investigation of circulation incities via clusters, vehicles,
and environmental propositions. The research involved understanding specific ecological
consequences and thresholds pertaining to tall buildings in cities. The scope of inquiry
included a systematic breakdown of each of the main components: enclosure, structure,
geometry, floor-plate, urban relationship, etc. These elements were synthesized and
implicated in sustainable design solutions. One element the project focuses on in-depth
is the innovative technologies associated with cores of tall buildings. A detailed study
of the circulatory performance effects of tall buildings further evokes the idea of ecomobility.

17.01 Height/ Structure
Should tall buildings be constructed with respect to issues of ecology and social posture
in cities? Should we build tall buildings? How can a portion of humanity dwell in extreme
verticality without being blatantly defiant of our ecological, economic, and social values?
What are the authentic beneficial qualities of yet another worlds' tallest building? Each
architectural generation has its skeptical voices who declare that super tall buildings
display nothing more than hubris, megalomania, ambition, and self-indulgence. Yet
the imperatives of industrial juggernauts condone these buildings as spectacles of
categorical achievement. William J. Mitchell (1999) confronted the query, "Do We Still
Need Skyscrapers?" in Scientific American and reluctantly conceded the matter to
powerful developers. He indicates that even with omnipresent technologies that enable
the decentralization of work spaces decadent influential marketers will desire icons of
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their success. Conversely, the intense need to mitigate sprawl and densify communities
supposes vertical environmentally credible solutions (smart growth). Individuals occupying
high-rise buildings in Manhattan per capita consume less energy than any other American
in any other state. Incities, the tall building typology efficiently demonstrates heat transfer
from unit stacking and less roof area. A recent article in The New Yorker by David Owen
(2004) entitled, "Green Manhattan", stipulates that Manhattan is the pinnacle of green
living, extolling the virtue of public transport, pedestrian walkways, and inherently efficient
high-rise apartments.

Compared to the classic American residence, Manhattanites

endure austere conditions: dwelling spaces are diminutive, lawns are non-existent, cars
are rarified, shopping is local, and energy use trickles. This position essentially argues
that a dense population at acute compactness equates to a minimum waste culture.
An optimum case for dwelling would thus occur by residents occupying fewer, but taller
structures on relatively meagerly sized plots of land. If so, would severe vertical density
suffice to make preposterous mile-high buildings justifiable? What are the thresholds
for height, population, and circulation for achieving an ecological tall building in the city?
A convincing depiction of a tall building that accountably fits within our ecology needs a
profound prescription. Therefore, it is critical to clearly situate the effects of tall buildings
in relationship to the environment. Daylighting, geometric shape, energy use, enclosure,
circulation, etc. all resolve the ecological scorecard of a building. This research illuminates
some of these basic thresholds for approaching tall building design. Yes, we should build
tall buildings only when we comprehend their ecological advantages and limitations.
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Figure 1-17. Case Study Tall Buildings Constructed at Minimum of 30 Floors,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 2-17. Non-Case Study Tall Buildings: Unbuilt, Visionary, or Less Than 30 Floors, 2004.
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17.02 Height of Tall Buildings
For the purpose of this research tall buildings are fundamentally thirty floors or greater,
which are divided at regular intervals into occupiable levels. The idea of "tallness" is
equally expressed in the buildings' relationship to the surrounding context. Moreover,
the central principle is whether or not some aspect of "tallness" influences the design,
use, or operation of the building. A twelve story building in Levittown is certainly a figure
of "tallness", but is diminutive when compared to salient endeavors such as the Chrysler
Building in New York. As such, smaller buildings (fewer than 30 stories) are not considered
applicable for the purposes of this documentation.

17.03 Tall vs. Super Tall
Structurally tall buildings have no theoretical height limit, although as you go higher,
certain threshold factors do arise: lateral forces, circulation, and site. An understanding
of the consequences of building tall reveals the negative attributes of overshooting
height (approximately past seventy stories). A super tall building markedly varies from
constructing a modest high-rise structure. What then are specific various distinctions
between tall buildings and super tall buildings? Primarily the economics of the super tall
building does not reasonably justify itself after about seventy stories. A buildings core to
floor area ratio and elevatoring become seriously problematic at these heights. Moreover
the location of the building can set the height standard. Tall is a relative term inrelationship
to context. The verve of a skyscraper relies on the underpinning socio-economic support
mechanisms that supply it with energy, population, and services. Shouldn't the needed
infrastructure requirements be fulfilled before these structures are erected? Ingeneral the
evidence vitally suggests that existing infrastructure mutually supports tall buildings and
their populations. If you constructed the worlds' tallest building in a veritable desert, such
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as the lavish SOM Burj Dubai building, what ecological implications can be drawn? Super
tall buildings appeal to the luxury market, but ultimately have enormous environmental
carrying capacities. The spurious notion of "build it and they will come" is an alarming
gamble.

Unless local infrastructure and population conditions truly necessitate this

colossal building type, it becomes premature to assemble such an unsubstantiated edifice.
Building modest tall buildings under approximately seventy stories seems rational given a
suitable context. When compared to egomaniac versions that exceed one hundred plus
stories with little opportunity of local support, the humbled structure prevails.
Numerous architects and academics argue against constructing super tall vertiginous
monstrosities. Christopher Alexander (1977) idyllically advocates a four-story limit in
"A Pattern Language". Alexander writes, "High buildings have no genuine advantages,
except in speculative gains for banks and land owners. They are not cheaper, they do
not help create open space, they destroy the townscape, they destroy social life, they
promote crime, they make life difficult for children, they are expensive to maintain, they
wreck the open spaces near them, and they damage light and air and view."
Harold Lasswell (1978) also warns of the potent semiotic pulse these towers represent
in "Signature of Power: Buildings, Communication, and Policy". Lasswell declares, "Tall
buildings have an obligation to exude confidence and become a powerful representation
of the nation, which it serves. As imposing architectural landmarks they can be shapeless,
faceless, and plan-less. Bureaucracies are equally built into these constructs. When a
government or corporation is not seeking to impress with an overwhelming architecture, it
creates nondescript dull buildings. There is no middle ground sought, and it becomes either
intimidating to approach such a building, or unimpressive and unattractive. Distinctive,
monumental edifice is needed to arouse and confirm self-confidence." Large companies
have used tall buildings to compensate for their lack of an assertive image. While this
image may invigorate shareholders, it tends to alienate some of the less privileged
populace. Building super tall structures satiates a few egos but can also arouse mutual
enmity or estrangement. Curtailing the negative forced attributes of super tall buildings is
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obligatory. We can determine the effective thresholds of height in context. Unfortunately,
this is not always the case when national pride is at stake. The super tall Petronas Towers
in Malaysia serve as an example, they remain half empty. In hindsight towers of this
magnitude would be best designed in an integrated and adaptable format. The operation
of compiling these office spaces into separate volumes of shorter stature is sensible.
Essentially this same argument follows suit with respect to many super tall structures not
located in concentrated urbanity. Perhaps than the most valued mitigation stems from
cutting a super tall structure in half. There is a tremendous structural, circulation, and
cost difference between one 120-story tower and two connected 60-story towers. For
instance the amount of added space needed for sky lobbies and elevatoring in a super
tall building is significantly increased. In addition the cost of the mechanical systems
increases as the scale of fixtures reaches an unconventional magnitude. Furthermore
the structuring of the building needs to satisfy radically stronger lateral forces at super
tall heights. When erecting a super tall building the necessity must clearly offset the
accumulation of difficulties correlated to such endeavors. Therefore keen designers
should approach these projects with ample discretion.

17.04 September 11th Sensibilities
Should we build tall buildings after Sept. 11th? Tall buildings of the post-9/11 era will
potentially be of a different structural nature, the majority of industry analysts concur.
Revamped building regulations and design ciphers, plus necessities for additional and
wider fire escapes will, for example, probably be fixed parts of the post-9/11 equation for
high-rise construction.
Alternatively, the fanatical criticism sparked by Sept. 11th is not only over how tall buildings
should be built, but whether they should be built at all. The debate over the World Trade
Center site's potential takes in part of the divergent points of view. Passionately advocated
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options have ranged from leaving the site empty, to building smaller 50-story structures,
to constructing skyscrapers that match the soaring heights once attained by the WTC's
twin towers. Still other voices backed a hybrid, combining a smaller memorial with one
of the two other options. The results of the ensuing decision process were predicable
-favoritism, compromise, and banality.
Another recent perspective: Skyscrapers are not only "an inevitable building form," they're
also "more environmentally sustainable" than smaller buildings (Tall Buildings Sustainability
& the City, Pank, Girardet, Cox, et. al.). Examining the options for tall buildings in cities
inthe context of sustainable development is paramount. This requisite position is against
a background of pressure for change arising out of emerging policies of relevance to the
city. The effect of tall buildings on their local environment and on their occupants has
been considered. Furthering analysis of new developments in the design, construction
and operation of tall buildings can be followed by a discussion of "best practice" examples
of new design ideas from around the world. After 9/11 tall buildings should be more
responsive to socio-ecological needs.
The primary design concern for many tall buildings is their operational efficiency rather
than their environmental impact. A salient balance needs to be struck between these
two factors. Inefficient energy use is a particular concern. Speculative office developers
have less interest in their buildings' environmental performance than do the companies
that lease their offices. Whilst energy use is currently a relatively minor financial cost, it is
associated with major environmental costs, particularly climate change. Compassionate
outlooks after the events of 9/11 may help turn this tide.
Lifecycle assessment of buildings and construction materials is now gaining credence.
Some 10-20 per cent of the energy used in buildings over their lifetime is in the form of
embodied energy incorporated in materials and in the process of building itself. Lifecycle
analysis shows that much can be done to reduce the embodied energy of buildings,
particularly in tall buildings with repetitive floor plans and large areas of facade. Even as
there are advantages and disadvantages of building tall, the potential for improving the
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sustainable development of new high-rise buildings in the city is immense.
Effective use of passive solar heat and thermal mass of the building, high insulation
levels, natural daylighting, and wind power can all help to minimize fossil energy use in
tall buildings. Narrow rather than deep floor plates maximize daylight in tall buildings.
Regulations on sustainable development will assure that such design features become
compulsory. In addition to PV, the future development of hydrogen fuel cell technology
could make a major contribution to efficient low emission energy systems.
Tall buildings are an inevitable building form and part of the contemporary landscape
even after 9/11. New design ideas are becoming common currency among progressive
architects and developers. "Bioclimatic skyscrapers" and well-designed tall buildings can
be energy efficient and closely relate to their site. Some of these ideas may soon appear
in the city as a more holistic approach is taken in balancing environmental and social
factors with the economics of building development.

17.05: Core/ Geometry
What is the ecological effect of the geometrical profile of a tall building? What is the
relationship of sectional building profiles to core and circulation?
Mies Van Der Rohe in 1920 portrayed a glass and iron skyscraper for Berlin by generating
plan geometry from an ordinary maple leaf. This process of organic mimesis devolved into
a reductive exploitation of industrial aptitude. As intended, Mies accentuated precision and
environmental culpability through machine conflated geometry (it has long been standard
practice to fully air-condition office structures and hermetically seal fenestration throughout
the building). An outright rejection of this brand of tall building stock and culture would not
be prudent. The profession has to restructure its didactic goals, particularly assuming a
balance and responsibility of giving competitors a sufficiently bona fide comprehension of
environmental studies. It is vital to admit that the practice of architecture is still at length
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a craft, however much its operations may be qualified by techno-scientific methods and
routines. What geometries than comprise the ecological tall buildings of tomorrow? How
can we evaluate the geometric shape in relation to sustainable notions of daylighting and
core efficiency? Perhaps it is not the singular scattered skyscraper, but an ecological tall
building cluster.
How do different geometries effect the most usable/day-lit space (within 1Om of enclosure)?
For geometries of the triangle, square, circle with the same area, the triangle provides the
least amount of dark space followed by the square &then circle. Rectangles provide less
dark space then squares of the same area and rectangles at proportions reaching between
1:2 and 1:3 provide less dark space than triangles of the same area. Rectangles with
proportions over 1:3 are only viable with very large floor plates (over 2000m2) otherwise
the core will not be wide enough to fit its required services.
As core areas increase within a given area, circle and squares contain no more dark
space than triangles, rectangle or ellipses (due to the fact that the cores would intrude
into the lit spaces of such shapes). This is especially pertinent to super-tall buildings that
require extra-large cores for elevators. In conclusion triangles and rectangles are the
most efficient plan shapes. Although once the core: area ratio is 30%+ different shapes
are no longer a factor in daylighting.
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Detail of Core + Daylight Ratio
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Detail of Core + Daylight Ratio
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Plan Geometry: Core Area + Daylighting
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Elevator Circulation + Sky Lobbies
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Figure 11-17. Zoned and Express Elevators Act as Three Stacked Buildings,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Profile Geometry: Core Area + Daylighting Ratio
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Profile Extrusion: Core Area + Daylighting Ratio
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Profile Taper: Core Area + Daylighting Ratio
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17.06 Effects of Section Geometry and Daylight
Taper and setback are the most efficient for daylighting because they trace the core. The
extrusion profile is the most effective in core: area ratio. An extruded figure maximizes
floor area but has the darkest space because its envelope does not track the core dropoffs. A tapered and setback section minimizes dark space but to do so it must half the
amount of usable floor plate area. Therefore buildings that taper inherently conserve
energy associated with artificial lighting, but have less rentable space. The Hancock
building in Chicago does this elegantly by providing residential on the upper floors to
compensate the loss in area.

17.07 Envelope
What are the advantages/ disadvantages of double skins?
As designated by the term "double-skin" such afagade is intended to define an arrangement
in which two "skins" - two layers of glass - are separated by a significant amount of air

space, that is to say, a second glass fagade is placed in front of the first. These two
layers of glass act as insulation between the outside and inside. It serves to facilitate
the air by circulating between the cavity of the two facade skins providing air movement,
thermal protection, and acoustic performance, etc. The variety of double-skin fagade then
determines the type of air circulation. Of course, the most appealing systems are those
engineered in such a way that in addition to permitting natural air circulation, they also
use solar energy, converting it into electrical power. Application of the double skin fagade
in the building may give the following potential advantages/ disadvantages:
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Advantages of the double skin fagade:
1.Superior thermal insulation by reducing heating energy requirements.
2. Improved sound attenuation via better acoustic insulation/ enhanced noise protection.
3. Lower transmission of the solar radiation and reducing cooling energy requirements.
4. Preheating the ventilation air allowing for gradient temperature changes.
5. Night cooling from natural venting in heat absorbing materials.
6. Reduced capacity and energy consumption of the HVAC system.

Disadvantages of the double skin fagade:
1. Transparency is equal to single glazed systems.
2. More complicated control systems.
3. The vertical gradient of temperature at the higher cavities.
4. Higher costs of the external fagade, loss of perimeter floor area.
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17.08 Silver Bullets
Designers are always looking for cure-all solutions for sustainability. Photovoltaic
cells embedded in facades and roofs are often inaccurately cited as a great panacea.
Complicating wall sections with more and more high-tech devices to mitigate environmental
effects is one current stratagem. On the issue of energy and tall buildings, does a very
elaborate wall section really decrease energy spent on conditioning the air? Other methods
are certainly available such as vernacular components and suitable orientation. Various
reports declare double-skin facades do not make sense from an economic standpoint if
one compares energy savings versus money spent on the complicated controlled fagade.
This argument is not as acceptable in European countries where energy costs are
practically twofold. There are many mixed opinions that vary with consulting engineers.
One such report, "Life in the sweating Box" claims double skinned building designers
made false predictions (Werner Eicke-Hennig Hessische, 2004). They retrieved the
actual energy bills from twenty five noteworthy built specially glazed towers in Europe
and compared them to the predicted expenditures. Several of the case study buildings
are lauded architectural constructs - Commerzbank, RWE, Arag-Hochhaus, and Post
towers. They also monitored the actual interior climate over the course of a few years.
They ascertained the predicated measurements were inaccurate by 30-60%. Apparently
double skinned buildings need more energy to cool in the summer months because of
the radiant heat form solar income, appliances, and mechanical feedback. The primary
rated consumption figures lay between 300-700 kilowatt hours per square meter, at the
level of very old inefficient buildings. It is also important to note an overwhelming amount
of engineering literature suggests otherwise. Double skins do have many advantages if
properly installed, maintained, and evaluated. Understandably, information about double
skinned performance in buildings is fervent. A large amount of technical progress and
study has been achieved in recent history. The double fagade system can facilitate air
movement, thermal protection, and acoustic performance, etc. This category of wall
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system is an excellent resource, but not the "silver bullet" of energy efficiency. Overall it is
recommended that this type of envelope arrangement be utilized for specific tall building
needs.

17.09 Transparency in Double Skins
Our research conducted on the surveyed buildings compared single to double facades.
The perception that double glazed systems allowed for more unobstructed exterior views
and light levels proved false. When the windows to wall ratios were compared from each
double skinned tall building type the interior fenestration was equal to an ordinary single
glazed system. The outer walls of the double skin were significantly more transparent
but ultimately blocked by the inner layer. In conclusion, the double skin wall system has
many advantages, but transparency is not among them.
NOTE: Reports with detail descriptions of the advantages and disadvantages of double
skinned wall systems are exceptionally numerous and cannot be discussed intheir entirety
inthis document.
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Detail of Enclosure: Single vs. Double Skin
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Detail of Enclosure: Thresholds
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18 Bridges:
18.00 Definition of the Bridged Tall Building Cluster
A Tall Building Cluster is a cluster of buildings thirty levels or greater. The opportunity for
sharing horizontal circulation linkages above multiple and contiguous footprints is striking.
Tall Building Clusters may connect in mutually beneficial structural systems. This leads
to advantages in increased site density, maximized infrastructure, and contributions to
ecological requirements and energy usages. Connected Tall Building Clusters can be
divided into essentially two urban archetypes: linear and field.
After compiling all of the previous data on tall buildings, how would you design an
ecological tall building cluster in the city? We chose two sites (New York and Singapore)
and designed five solutions based on actual building programs. Using the data generated
in the elements research phase, we were able to test the strength associated with
connected tall buildings.
18.01 Field vs. Linear
Most kinds of Tall building clusters fit within these two form based definitions; field and
linear. They can be described as follows:
A: Linear Clusters - Horizontal linkage between towers above ground is only
established in two directions on a single axis line.
B: Field Clusters - Horizontal linkage between towers occurs in three or more
directions with the potential for many axis lines.
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18.02 New Archetype
The connected tall building cluster is a relatively new form of building archetype yet to be
fully realized. In the wake of the 9-11 tragedy, it promotes the use of extended paths of
egress necessary to sustain life extra moments before collapse. Itis a kind of urban design
for eschatology, in preparation for the demise of human securities. It is predicated on the
idea that tall buildings need circulatory connections at very high stories to ensure human
occupancy safety along with feasibly redundant structural components. At the onset of
designing a tall building cluster it is prudent to discern the factors that are different from
previous notions of grouping. How environmentally secure are these weighty constructs?
What are the benefits and constraints of producing these potential designs?
Several benefits including; enhanced emergency escape routes, more areas of refuge,
added means of rescue, and repetitious fire suppression are components of connected
tall building clusters. These stabilized buildings are crucially linked high above the ground
plane. As previously unseen forms, they act as defining markers via the creation of vast
spaces that channel vision over supreme dimensions. Here buildings are derived from
the ability to expand and magnify the public realm. Connected building clusters also
apply the permeable activities of the street into the expanse of the structure. Located
above some existing infrastructure nodes, they attach to the local and regional mobility
networks. A few nondistinctive aspects of clusters are fundamentally related to phased
assembly, human scaling, and shadows caused by bridging. Therefore, is it a benign idea
to recommend clustering in the future?
Connected tall building clusters depict a new archetype inthe field of urban design. They
signify an ecological reprieve from the singular skyscraper in the city. Although, it is
noteworthy to declare that these assertions of efficiency and accountability have yet to
be actualized. By assembling a connected tall building cluster a convincing test of its
metabolism can finally be ascertained.
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Bridged Urban Cluster Typologies

Figure 1-18. Various Bridged Urban Cluster Designs, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Linear Bridges

Field Bridges

Figure 2-18. Linking Tall Buildings: Linear Vs. Field Bridge Conditions,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Bridged Building Rules
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Figure 5-18a. Bridge Cluster: Marina Bay Sands, Singapore, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2006.
Figure 5-18b. Bridge Cluster: New Town Center, Japan, Emilio Ambasz & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 6-18a. Left: Inefficient Bridging Used only for Circulation, Petronas Towers, Pelli.
Figure 6-18b. Mid: No Additional Towers Above Bridge, Arcos Bosques, Gonzalez de Leon.
Figure 6-18c. Right: Extra Structure for Seismic Conditions, CCTV, Koolhaas, OMA.
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Figure 7-18. World Trade Center Bridged Tall Building Cluster, SOM, 2004.
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19. Clustering:
19.00 Supposition on Clustering
Moshe Safdie challenged the research with two prophetic queries: Why cluster tall
buildings in the remote future? What are the possible consequences of doing so twenty
years from now? An instinctual rebuttal was to reflect his questions back at him, and then
later surmise my own interpretation. Instead, I remained silent, my thoughts unsullied.
So, empowered by dutifully researching the elements of tall buildings for one year, I can
proffer a legitimate guess (I'm not claiming clairvoyance). I also might rephrase the
questions with some personal affect. Would I dwell in a tall building cluster, and expect
others to do likewise in the world of tomorrow? What are the ecological consequences,
including those of mankind, associated with dwelling in clusters?
I'll consider the first question on whether I would live in a cluster or not. Until we
(architects) can provide for living/working with dignity and nature at such great scales,
the answer is: not necessarily. A tall building, by definition, displaces its relationship to
the individual. Scaling is always a worrisome feat despite efforts of modernist fetishistic
detailing or beaux-arts ornamentation. There is not a single tall building erected that
successfully diminishes the presence of confounding scale on our human psyche. From
the Campanile at St. Mark's to the London Gherkin, tall buildings tend to be feats of
heroism or intense constructs, leaning on human anxieties. Architects have proposed
multitudes of tall building iterations, none that actually cancel the vertiginous posture
of height. An idea of multiplying tall buildings, at first pass, seemingly intensifies the
condition of bulk acrophobia. Ifone skyscraper fails to address all the conditions of human
scale, than how can a group succeed? Moreover, many of the assembled examples of
tall building clusters pursue metaphors of structural acrobatics, lofty peaks, voluminous
micro worlds, or unbounded plug-ins. How does a single human being realistically fathom
these altitudinous devices and ceaselessly repeating modular systems? Therefore, are
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the spirited imaginations of their originators - Archigram, Metabolists, Soleri, and others
- actually machinating and naive? What about the completed clusters - Canary Warf,

Rockefeller Center, etc.? Do they elicit impressions of comfort and human dimension? I
do not deny that most of these tall building clusters, imagined and real, are salient works
of design vision. I will not entirely condemn them on the basis of a few personal criteria.
Instead I view them as great trials that have addressed many of the right questions.
Ultimately, these clusters can be improved upon convincingly. It is vital to admit they
share a common neglect -that of prudent dimensionality. Only when a tall building cluster
can carry the virtues of human scale can it induce solutions that dignify and connect with
nature.
How can the issue of magnitude be resolved in clusters? Perhaps by thinking of tall
building clusters in bite-sized components, thriving with gardens and open spaces will
do. An individual needs to easily envision the local space they will engage. Especially
from the exterior, the extents of their personal territory should be obvious (more so in
residential than office programs). Unlike now, when individuals are stuck outside counting
the ceaseless floors and rows of windows to achieve a proximate idea of the space they
occupy. Do you ever need to carefully study the elevation of a brownstone to figure out
which floor is yours? I am inclined to agree with Christopher Alexander's "four story
limit" axiom in A Pattern Language. It is the right size fit when compared to our bodily
physiometry. I think the primary objective in designing a tall building cluster is inearnestly
dividing the massing. Each element should support and define an intimate neighborhood
or work place. Deploying notions of bridging, community places, and gardens consistently
throughout the design will decrease massing scales. If done correctly (via exceeding a
series of rigorous benchmarks, etc.) than I would be favorably inclined to dwell there in
the not-so-distant future.
The second question, pertaining to factors of ecological consequence intall building clusters
is also significant. I maintain a positive initial revelation, based on energy distribution and
conservation. Similar to densities supported in downtown areas, public transportation
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combined with clusters can lower the impacts of fuel consumption in traveling back
and forth. Also the effects of privileging pedestrian movement over vehicular is deeply
salubrious for the building population. Among the many other ecological treatments
possible in clusters is the crucial addition of wind turbine energy. In fact there probably
exists a deluge of workable notions for devoting sections of building to green power
generation. As of today they are promising but have yet to be fully documented, tested,
and rated according to feasibility. That being said, are tall building clusters therefore
deemed ecologically accountable and what are the consequences?
If we considered the constraints and direction of our study, the answer is predominantly
yes. Influential factors of orientation, inherit buildability, operable windows, balcony
transitions, etc. all contribute to refining the environmental qualities of our cluster models.
From the standpoint of industrial life cycle analysis it is possible to measure the success of
these eco-tech building applications. The larger question of ecological carrying capacity
(resource stresses on the land) is not as readily considered. Every resource-intense
product of our society has an impact on the planet's overall metabolism. Vast endeavors,
such as hydropower dams, withdraw the greatest amount of resources over a lifetime.
In fact it takes generations of observation to empirically measure their range of effects.
It can be initially calculated on the objects embodied energy. A dam requires millions
of operations and tons of materials to reach fruition. It is so enormous it fits into the
category of "pharaodian" (or only pharaohs could undergo such edifices). A tall building
cluster reaches this level of complexity and forcefulness. Under these circumstances the
environment is easily strained to complete the cluster (phasing may alter this somewhat).
Equally compared to a mid-sized dam, the ecological carrying capacity of a cluster would
therefore outweigh most other forms of human production. I believe this to be an inherit
detriment based on the sheer size of the construct alone. Theoretically benefits do exist in
clusters and dams. Concentrating population inhabitants inskyscrapers and green power
generation in dams respectfully reduce the carrying capacities of these mega projects.
This deductive logic can be proven false, especially in the case of the hydroelectric dam.
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After approximately thirty years of operation a dam will decrease drastically in efficiency
and increase in maintenance until dilapidation. Clusters will most likely suffer comparable
deterioration over a similar time frame. At the onset clusters have the potential to be
excellent green building systems, but their apparent long-term impacts are foreboding.
Perhaps some crafted quality involved in the building scale reduction would mitigate these
negative attributes.
In conclusion, given my comprehensive research of tall building clusters, I can see a
potential societal value. As our Malthusian population grows and exponential masses
flock to our cities, dwelling types need to make accommodations. A cluster fairly naturally
becomes this extension of the urban fabric. In a default state the ecological benefits may
be muted, unless great care is taken to strengthen the cluster's potential environmental
qualities. It is also crucial to mention that even further research evidence needs to be
provided connecting ecology to clusters. The most important factor, other than ecology in
clusters, isthe issue of negotiable human scale. Once both such obstacles are overcome,
I can freely recommend this building type inthe remote future.
This suggests many systems working together, with efficient circulation of people and
resources, multi-use buildings, and solar orientation for lighting, heating and cooling.
In this green complex; creative environments, apartments, businesses, production,
technology, open space, educational and cultural events are all accessible, while privacy
is paramount in the overall design. Conceivably, a cluster should meet these similar
criterion. What then is a tall building cluster and how is it defined via a framework of
ordinary tall buildings in the city?
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19.01 Rules for Single vs. Multiple Skyscrapers
In most instances there is no dilemma in deciding what characterizes a separate solitary
building. Only when buildings are linked in atypical ways is there a reasonable complexity.
The following rules set a uniform standard:
1. Any two towers, which are separated for at least 2/3 of each tower's height,
are considered separate buildings unless the connection(s) form an unmistakable
architectural unity, such as an arch-shaped building (Umeda Sky Building). Nonstructural bridges are generally not sufficient to unify two separate towers.
2. Any structures, which adjoin each other for more than 1/3 of any of their heights,
should be considered as one building unless:
a. They were built as separate structures and neither one can be considered
an addition to the other; this means that the interiors are not integrated at
any level, including the ground floor/ basement; or
b.The structures are divided at ground level and connected for most of their
heights but are normally considered separate buildings; or
c. An addition to a building forms a considerable architectural disjunction.
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19.02 Urban Complexes, Groups, and Ensembles
It is important to clarify the issue of connection between grouped buildings. Previous
collected arrangements of tall buildings (Rockefeller Center in New York City, Canary
Warf in London, and buildings in such cities as Hong Kong and Singapore) do not have
circulation paths that link between the various towers at higher levels (30th and above).
They also tend to be independent structural systems with sometimes negligible tectonic
similarities between one another. Therefore these building groups may be considered
clusters, but do they are not incorporating any innovative methods of linkage. Unfortunately
many urban cluster forms do not make bridge connections. The projects provided here
exploit the potentials of connecting tall buildings. Since they fully integrate the bridge
element into the fabric of the cluster they reap some substantially positive results. What
are the benefits of bridging clusters?

19.03 Five Cluster Designs
Theses principles were tested in five site specific tall building cluster solutions utilizing the
aforementioned elements of height, structure, core, geometry, and envelope. The areas
chosen for the cluster designs were located in the Con Edison, and Battery Park sites
both in New York, and the Duxton Plain site in Singapore.
These five cluster designs with detailed solutions showing the benefits of bridging systems
are remarkably comprehensive and cannot be illustrated intheir entirety for this document.
For instance, details of circulation core efficiency issues in relationship to market rate
apartment configurations, and costs are not contained in this document.
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Figure 1-19. Ideal Hundred Story City: Critical Distance of Building Clusters for Bridging,
MSA, 2004.
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Figure 2-19. Ideal Catenary Building Cluster for Bridging, MSA, 2004.
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Figure 3-19. Bridged Tall Building Cluster with Pod Balcony Elements, MSA, 2004.
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Figure 4-19. Bridged Tall Building Cluster with Pod Balcony Elements, MSA, 2004.
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Figure 5-19. Con Edison: Bridged Cluster (Sketch): Digital Mock-Up Studies, 2005.
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Figure 6-19. Con Edison: Bridged Cluster (Models): Digital and Rapid Prototype Studies,
Larry Sass and Participants: Digital Mock-Up Workshop, MIT. 2005.
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100% Residential
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Park, Community Space
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Figure 7-19. Five Bridged Clusters, MSA, 2004.
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Figure 8-19. Con Edison: Sky-Surface Bridges for Building Cluster,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 9-19. Con Edison Site, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 10-19. Con Edison Site: Diagram of Bridge Design, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 11-19. Con Edison: Diagram of Program Disposition, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 12-19a. Con Edison Model Studies, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
Figure 12-19b. Con Edison Site: Elevation Near UN Building, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 13-19. Con Edison: Wind Turbine Bridges in Twin Tall Buildings,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 14-19. Wind Turbine Locations Between Tall Buildings, Best Options: A & D.
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 15-19. Con Edison: Wind Turbine Bridges in a Tall Building Cluster,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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-_-----------------------Figure 16-19. Con Edison: Linear Bow-Tie Core and 30th Level Sky-Surface Bridge,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 17-19. Con Edison: Diagram of Solar Orientation in Cluster,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 18-19. Con Edison (Perspective): Tall Building Cluster, Upper Level Residential, Lower
Level Office Program, Sky-Surface, Wind Turbine Bracing, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 19-19. Con Edison (Perspective View): Residential Units at 60th Level, with Structurally
Independent Circulation Bridge, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 20-19. Con Edison (Perspective View): Tall Building Cluster on the East River with
Sky-Surface Bridge and Wind Turbines, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 21-19. Con Edison (Diagram): 2nd Tall Building Cluster Design Study,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 22-19. Con Edison (Structure and Model): 2nd Tall Building Cluster Design Study,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 23-19. Battery Park (Diagram): Diagrid Structure Rules,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 24-19. Battery Park (Model): Diagrid Structure Digital and Rapid Prototype Study,
Larry Sass and Participants: Digital Mock-Up Workshop, MIT. 2005.
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Figure 25-19. Battery Park (Perspective): Diagrid Bridged Tall Building Cluster in
Field Configuration, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 26-19. Battery Park (Section): Tall Building Cluster Program Use and Circulation,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 27-19. Battery Park: Structure Shift at Bridge Level From Diagrid to Vertical Frame
with Office Floorplates Below, Residential Above, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 28-19. Battery Park Site (Diagrams): Tall Building Cluster Ecological Analysis,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 29-19a. Battery Park (Model): Office Diagrid with Cores, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
Figure 29-19b. Battery Park (Site): Massing Model in New York, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 30-19. Battery Park: Diagrid Structure and Wind Turbines, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 31-19. Battery Park (Perspective): Tall Building Cluster with Diagrid Structure and
Wind Turbines in Cross Bracing, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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The steel diagrid is deployed throughout the lower office sections and 40th level skybridge. The residential towers are free to occupy space above the bridge using a different
structural system. The lower diagrid enables greater flexibility in types of structure/
fenestration above the bridges.

Figure 32-19. Battery Park (Section): Multi-Modal Station with Express Service to
40th Level Sky-Surface Bridge, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 33-19. Battery Park: View Inside 40th Level Sky Surface, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Plan of Residential Units Above Oflo

Cluster

Figure 34-19. Battery Park (Plan): Residential Units Above Office Cluster,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 35-19. Battery Park (Perspective): View of Cluster Next to World Trade Center Tower.
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 36-19. Battery Park (Site Plan): Ground Floor Level, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 37-19. Singapore: Roof Garden and Balcony for a Rotational Habitat Study,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 38-19. Singapore: Rotational Habitat and Core Study, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 39-19. Singapore (Elevation): Rotation Housing Modules Studies,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 40-19. Singapore (Elevation): Rotation Schemes at 30 and 60 Degrees,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 41-19. Singapore (Axon): Habitat Modules and Diagrid Structure Study,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 42-19. Singapore (Elevation): Habitat Modules and Diagrid Structure Study,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 43-19. Singapore (Perspective): Bridged Diagrid Habitat Modules Study,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 44-19. Singapore (Plan): Bridged Diagrid Habitat Modules Study,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Public-Community Circulation

Armature Structure

Figure 45-19. Singapore (Diagram): Vertical Neighborhoods within a Circulation Armature of
Garden, Community, and Bridge Levels., Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 46-19. Singapore (Diagram): Circulation Armature of Elevators, Stairs, and Gardens,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 47-19. Singapore (Perspective): Vertical Habitats with Balconies and Sky Gardens,
Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 48-19. Singapore (Perspective): Enclosure Studies of Balconies and Sky Gardens,
Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 49-19. Singapore (Perspective): Bridged Neighborhoods with a Circulation Armature for
Garden, Community, and Recreation Levels, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 50-19. Singapore (Section): Circulation Armature, Moshe Safdie & Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 51-19. Singapore (Elevation): Housing Cluster with Sky Garden Bridges at
the 20th, 40th, 60th Levels, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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Figure 52-19a. Singapore (Perspective): Massing Model of Habitats, MSA, 2004.
Figure 52-19b. Singapore (Elevation): Vertical Balcony Configuration, MSA, 2004.
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Figure 53-19. Singapore (Perspective): Circulation Armature Housing Cluster with
Bridges, Gardens, and Community Levels, Moshe Safdie &Assoc., 2004.
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19.04 MSA Research Fellowship Supplemental Note:
This practice oriented Fellowship has been developed under the premise that research
into and development of speculative proposals, outside normal practice constraints, are
crucial in developing unique and fresh solutions to the commissioned works of the office.
As the office has always been engaged informally in project related research efforts the
Fellowship program was seen as a means to formalize and extend these types of efforts
into a more structured format. By including the Fellowship within the office, it dissolves
the line between academia and practice. Within this context, the Fellows, along with the
office staff, enjoy a unique opportunity to engage in explorations not typically available
within the university or normal day-to-day practice.
Moshe Safdie published an essay in the journal 'The New Republic' where he outlined his
thoughts for a new type of urban complex, where there were not one or two towers, "but
probably four or five. They should not be 100 + stories, ... but instead be a cluster of towers

that measure 50 to 60 stories, (containing a vast array of programs) that should not be
isolated from each other, but should be connected at several levels." Moshe felt strongly
that this was an extremely important, pressing issue that needed a vigorous analytical
effort to understand the logics and implications of such a complex. This essay eventually
became the 'pre-text' for the first year of the Fellowship program, whose charge became
to understand, from first principles, this urban typology. A major difference between this
research effort, and past efforts concerned with an investigation into the typology of the
tall building, is that this effort is an investigation of multiple tall buildings in the city (Moshe
Safdie &Assoc., 2004).
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Figure 54-19. Brooklyn Atlantic Yards: Tall Building Cluster and Arena, Gehry Partners, 2006.
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Figure 55-19. Brooklyn Atlantic Yards: Plan and Axonometric of Tall Building Cluster Linked to
NY Nets Sports Arena, Gehry Partners, 2006.
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Figure 56-19. Brooklyn Atlantic Yards: Study of "Earthquake" Punched Window Facade Pattern,
Gehry Partners, 2006.
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Figure 57-19. Brooklyn Atlantic Yards: Massing Study of Miss Brooklyn, Gehry Partners, 2006.
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Figure 1-20. Elevation of Building Cluster Pods and Skysurface Armature, O.J. Studio, 2006.
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20. Synthesis:
20.00 PERISTALCITY A Circulatory Habitat Cluster for Manhattan
Peristalsis: The rippling motion of muscles in tubular organs characterized by the alternate contraction and relaxation of the muscles that propel the contents onward.
The core of the skyscraper, its structural and circulatory conventions, as a central obstacle to tall building design is well known. Should the elevator, of all things, persist as
the non-negotiable limit of our vertical habitats?
The limit is vexing, for not only does it determine compositional forms but, more significantly, the arrangement of social practices with regards to both our labor and leisure.
Elevators stifle more than facilitate our movement by virtue of their rigid planes and fleeting occupations. That is to say, the vast space of which the elevator shaft occupies is,
temporally speaking, useless. But suppose we involved ourselves with a different interpretation of that inactive, rigid, and sequestered domain which much of this central shaft
represents. It would demand a vital shift, or at least a conceptual reworking, towards an
active utilization of such space. This possibility is precisely what our design explores and
challenges.
By employing a dynamic spatial application against the traditional organization of core
and space, we dissolved the dichotomy between circulation and habitable environments.
We have eliminated typological stacking where experiences are vapidly suggested to
be diversified by simply designating floors to particular social practices. Instead, we propose a spatial layout that establishes heterogeneous movements, and not just assorted
practices, as the criteria for a dynamic assemblage. The following set of statements will
explain how this is envisioned:
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20.01 Circulation = Space
An inhabitable pocket is contained within a flexible element. It is a module that flows in
a vertical communicative field with the surrounding members. Their positioning is determined and managed by a responsive signaling system.

20.02. Technology and Fluidic Muscle Tectonics
This is a soft, pliable, sealed, and non-mechanical innovation which encapsulates the
volumetric structure. Textile reinforced hoses execute a peristaltic action. Thus, the
modules are enabled to create an articulated motion that is symbiotically connected to an
urban armature.

20.03 Social Construct and Urban Cluster / Mixing Use
Here, at West Side rail yards, we imagine a metropolitan assemblage that registers mobility and freedom. As a vibrant set of recombinant programs it operates in section and
plan simultaneously. On the ground plane a multistory plinth fits the cluster into the metabolism of the cityscape. The assemblage acts as an elevated setting for cultural and
multimodal uses, e.g. auditoriums, esplanades, piers, and parking.

20.04. Environment and Sky-Surface as Community Realm
The sky-surface is the eventual destination for the transportable unit occupants to celebrate with pleasured retreats and striking vistas overlooking the Hudson. At this juncture
the collective body of the cluster is granted the capability to gather democratically.
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20.05 Perspective and Urban Window
The peristaltic-fabric is designed as a sequential organization around an 'urban window'
condition; a visual gateway to both city and waterfront allowing a selection of interchanging viewing angles and heights. This temporal effect re-reads the city constantly, promoting a quality of transparency in the context of urban mass. A micro cosmos is born which
inter-relates habitation to light, air, space, and views across scales of individual units,
clusters and cities.
If there is one feature which characterizes the Modernist project in the twentieth century
and represents its aspirations it is the skyscraper. This project has attempted to reconsider and critically revisit this well-celebrated typology in the context of the ever-growing
city of the twenty first century. It aims to develop the notion of vertical mobility as an approach to the changing needs of both the individual and the collective.
As the sole signifier of vertical rigidity, both programmatic and performative, elevator and
core have been dematerialized through the invention of PeristalCity.
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Figure 2-20. Plan and Solar Chart of Pod Field on Plinth, O.J. Studio, 2006.
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Traditional typological structural diagram:
individual core and non-flexibal spatial
distribution

PERISTALCITY non-typological structural
diagram: multiple cores and flexible spatial
distribution

Figure 3-20a. Sketch: Pneumatic Elevators as Occupied Space,
Figure 3-20b. Diagram: "Space = Circulation" by Multiple Occupied Cores, O.J. Studio, 2006.
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Figure 4-20. Inhabitable Pockets Contained within Flexible Cores, O.J. Studio, 2006.
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Figure 5-20a. Model: Fluidic Muscle Structural Core, O.J. Studio, 2006.
Figure 5-20b. Diagram: Moving Peristaltic Pods, O.J. Studio, Axel Kilian, 2006.
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Figure 6-20. Soft Non-mechanical and Movable, Volumetric Pod Structures, O.J. Studio, 2006.
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Figure 7-20. Diagram of Volumetric Pod Structures w/ Fluidic Muscles, O.J. Studio, 2006.
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Figure 8-20. Perspective View of Building Pod Cluster and Skysurface Armature
at the West Side of Manhattan, O.J. Studio, 2006.
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Figure 9-20. Site Plan of Building Plinth at West
Side Rail Yards, N.Y., O.J. Studio, 2006.
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vi. Conclusions:
The conclusion of this thesis supports a pending field that intentionally facilitates ecological transitions within the urban context. As a burgeoning sensibility, Ecotransology,
is constituted from joint disciplines. It is a confluence of many fields of study, all of which
support mobility and ecology. Comprised of road ecology, urban design, transportation
planning, automotive engineering, and energy consultation, this new comprehension has
proved to be essential to engage in globally scaled energy problems.
Research work reviewed in this document supports these claims. In the Smart Cities
Group, a veritable collection of different professional authorities studied our design problems. Incorporating specialized channels of computation design, this body of research
investigated linked cities via substantive works at diverse scales. This dissertation construes all of these elemental design concepts through one filter of reason, that of Ecotransology.
Learning from two major design paradigms, automobiles and tall building clusters,
Ecotransology was formed. By linked vehicular mobility and building clusters within the
concepts of the MIT research group, extensive design solutions for urbanization have
been produced.
Inthe first part a series of notions for future cities were surveyed. Each vision explored an
idea of linked skyscrapers and mobility patterns. Original points on urban mobility were
also reviewed in this section. Mobility concepts such as "Gentle Congestion", "Transport
User Interface (TUI) Valley Section" and "Netwheels" were revealed. These described
new methods in which vehicles interacted with each other and within the city. Gentle
Congestion showed that the event of traffic desires to be social and contact based. Densely
packed cars should be able to touch one another without negative consequences. TUI
charted mobile agents that physically interface. Systems like an intelligent network wheel
support a compelling rational for transformed city streets.
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The Eco part of the work concentrated on ecology in design. It contained a group of
ecological principles for green cities. Projects in this part included the "Fab Tree Hab,
and "MATscape", that support green design. Also within the Eco section was a philosophy
of green design entitled: "Ecological Cipher: A Collage of Quantum Informatics in Living
Automata Cities."
The Trans part dealt with the fundamental design of city cars. Here we were ruminated on
cars from the vantage of many fields together instead of just car stylists. This produced a
multitude of design iterations called the "SOFT Car" (Sustainable Omni Flow Transport).
Explorations in materials and LCA (Life Cycle Analysis) furthered the validity of these soft
car proposals.
Finally, in the Ecotrans section, the prior concepts were synthesized to form new types
of tall buildings. Tall building case studies were researched in the professional office of
Moshe Safdie and Associates. The research was extracted into particular elements that
related to circulation systems and cores. Bridged tall buildings, based on the prior study
of elements, opened up insightful benefits. Aset of diagrams displayed these benefits and
were used in cluster design proposals. Five tall building cluster designs were tested in
collaboration with Moshe Safdie and Associates in real sites of New York and Singapore.
An even further completed work called "PeristalCity" looked towards the future of tall
building clusters.
This thesis demonstrated a rethinking of urban mobility through ecological design. Infact
there are innumerable forms of holistic methods that will connect cities for the advancement of human mobility. Ranged in scale from automobiles to tall building clusters, the
notion of mobility was expanded. These conceptions were achieved towards an emergent protean set of collective principles aptly labeled: Ecotransology.
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vii. Appendix:
Ecological Challenges in Transportation Energy Use
US Department of Energy Overall Energy Use in 2006:
Transport:

29% Expected to Double 50 Years

Industrial:

31%

Commercial:

18%

Residential:

22%

US Congressional Budget Office Transport Energy Use:
Passenger:

60%

Freight:

40%

Transport Circuity in Total Energy Use: 20-45%

These energy estimates include all of the energy consumed in transportation. Moreover
they account for "circuity" - the extent to which a vehicle route departs from a straight
line. For instance, circuity depletes about 35% of rail energy, and 20% of intercity
truck energy, the ranges corresponding mostly to the extent of each mode's transport
network. Circuity accounts for less than 10% of energy use by airlines and pipelines.
None of the other elements of energy use, vehicle manufacture, guideway construction,
and maintenance, accounts for more than 10% of total energy use.
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Athlete Cars
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21 Athlete Cars:
21.00 Cerberus AUTO,
Cerberus was a fierce multi-headed beast that guarded the entrance to Hades and kept
the living from entering the world of the dead. Cerberus was a strange mixture of creatures:
he had three heads of wild dogs, a serpent for a tail, and heads of snakes all over his
back. We wanted a car to match this description, yet not be another dumb muscled
roadster. Instead of a powerful engine that polluted the environment, we concentrated on
a car that achieved a strange mixture of fluidic technology and fierce athletic agility.

21.01 (G)race
Our intention qualifies the thrill of driving inthe form of a sleek athletic car. Fundamentally
the (G)race performs similar to strapping two motorcycles together with on-board control
assistance. While using the corning mechanisms of both motorcycles and cars the vehicle
has far superior cornering capabilities. This is due to its intelligent weight shifting and
ski like longitudinal positioning of the halves. This kind of coupled high-speed driving
enables occupants to perform exhilarating feats of motion in concert. Mostly the (G)race
is comprised of an articulated and mechanically linked high speed dual cockpit racer.
Using an intelligent command seat the drivers naturally position themselves to express
the cars motion. The drivers choose how they would like to direct the vehicles path by
their negotiated bodily movements. Two drivers can act intandem or select a hierarchy of
drive control influence. Drivers working cooperatively in an articulated swarm to engage
the road make this vehicle a unique technological organism. In fact we believe no other
vehicle has ever fully defined such a precedent. The (G)race vehicle is a crossbreed
multi-controlled athletic car that experientially captures the essence of the speedway.
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21.02 H-Type Squid
As surfboards and skateboards demonstrate, you don't have to control vehicles by means
of cumbersome mechanical contrivances like steering wheels and pedals. You can do it
simply be cleverly shifting your body - and it's a lot more exciting. In our automobiles,
electronic sensors detect the complex motions of the driver and software translates these
into commands that control the robot wheels. The experience is not one of passively
sitting ina soft seat and manipulating control devices, but one of dancing with your vehicle
- which becomes an intelligently responsive partner. This car is not driven, it dances with
you on your ride.

Project credits:
Original MIT TEAM Hades: Mitchell Joachim, Axel Kilian, Patrik Kunzler, and Peter Schmitt.
All images by Mitchell Joachim.
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Figure vii-la. Cerberus AUTO: Hull Sections Opened, 2004.
Figure vii-1 b. Cerberus (Sketch of Original Idea): Two Motorcycles Linked Together, 2004.
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Evolution From a Brick on Wheels into an Actuated Chassis with 8 Degrees of Freedom
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Figure vii-2a. Cerberus (Diagram): Degrees of Freedom in Structure, w/ Axel Kilian, at el. 2006.

Figure vii-2b. Cerberus AUTO (Plan): Single Unlinked Car Section, 2004.
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Figure vii-3. Cerberus AUTO (Perspective): Back View of Swarm Wheels, 2004.
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Figure vii-4. Cerberus AUTO (Elevation): Single Soft Cabin with Fluidic Muscles, 2004.
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Figure vii-5. Cerberus AUTO (Perspective): 2 Linked Heads & 1 Storage Unit for Highways,
2004.
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Figure vii-6. Cerberus AUTO: Users Bodily Movements are Mapped to Control Chairs, 2004.
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Figure vii-7. Cerberus AUTO (Perspective): Coupled High-Speed Driving, 2004.
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Figure vii-8. Cerberus AUTO (Sketch): Body is Fully Integrated Into Car, 2004.
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Figure vii-9. (G)race Car: Coupled High-Agility Driving, 2005.
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Figure vii-10. (G)race Car: Chair Mapped to Body and Outer Components, 2005.
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Figure vii-11. (G)race Car: Dual Cockpit Racer, 2005.
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Figure vii-12. (G)race Car: Plan of Soft Shells in Hard Athletic Gear Sleeves, 2005.
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Figure vii-13. (G)race Car: Two Drivers in Collaboration, 2005.
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Figure vii-14. (G)race Car: Profile View of One Drivers Unit, 2005.
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Figure vii-15. H-Type Squid Car: Soft Malleable Cockpit with Adjusting Windshielcd005.
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Figure vii-16. H-Type Squid Car: Frame for Linked Articulated Motion, 2005.
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Figure vii-17. H-Type Squid Car: Rear View, 2005.
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Figure vii-18. H-Type Squid Car: Profile View, 2005.
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Figure vii-19. H-Type Squid Car: Perspective View, 2005.
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Figure vii-20. H-Type Squid Car: Plan View, 2005.
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